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Factorio petroleum gas setup

If this loads forever, there may be an error. Press F12 to get the debug console up and report any errors. Dropoff Iron' schedule and it drives me around the whole factory as the chaotic interaction of train stop limits and other trains means every time it needs to travel somewhere else. I can also imagine a lot of fun design considerations will be needed when building such a rail network where traffic is less predictable than a 'Static Route' system. [h2] Tips and tricks[\/h2]The tips and tricks have been a feature of
the game for a very long time. They began as a way of explaining things to the players that weren't explained elsewhere. The iconic example is the 'Alt mode' tip. Playing without Alt mode is painful, and even more painful to watch, so we had to tell the player somehow. [h3] The early days [\/h3]When I say early days, I mean the early days before even the indiegogo campaign. The first implementation of tips was straightforward, but a bit rough. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/7c5f20a484a9d885f0f20d432e89b7eab31cbfa.png[\/img][i]The tips and tricks GUI in version 0.6.4. [\/i] The original design:[list][*]They would pop up when you start the game. [*] You can click forward through them (no one is going backwards). [*] You can close the GUI, there was no way to reopen it other than to load a save game again. [*] The images were of inconsistent sizes, so gui would bounce around and resize. [*] There was a built-in check box to turn them off. [\/list]
It got the job done, but it needed some development like with the rest of the game. [h3] The first update [\/h3]Over time, the tips and tricks fell into a dark corner. It was always low priority, and was not clearly a 'Graphics' or 'Programmer' task to improve them, it was something in-between. So this is where I came in and took the task of making some improvements. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/ec5e9fb592ae973152b291dd4d182b038dc8c.png[\/img][i]The tips and tricks GUI in version 0.16.51. [\/i]
First improvements:[list][*]You can click back and forth through them. [*] You can close and open them with a shortcut key. [*] The images were recaptured with a uniform resolution and zoom. [*] You can open them in multiplayer. [\/list] At this point we switched focus to the other 'tutorial channels' as we hoped that the new mini-tutorials and NPE would mean that we do not need as many tips. We think it's better if things like item consumption are explained in the goods tool rather than in another GUI elsewhere.
Apart from some GUI style updates, tips and tricks were not significantly changed for the next few major versions. [h3]1.0.0[\/h3]On the approach to 1.0, I took one last quick look at tips and tricks. The tips are one of the first GUI's the player sees when they start so I wanted to give them one last lick of paint before the full full tips and tricks GUI in version 1.0.0 [\/i] The improvements this time were the lovely final touches to bring tips and tricks to their final form. [list] [*] Increased image size and updated all images
to high-res. [*] Added frames and subpanels to suit the visual design of the new GUI. [*] New button styles. [*] Generic closing button at top right. [\/list] So that's it right? I finally rest, and watch the sun rise in a grateful universe... [h3] The inspiration for change[\/h3]Even before 1.0 was released, I was inspired by the mini-wiki found in [url=https://\/\/mods.factorio.com\/mod\/Krastorio2]Krastorio 2[\/url], and [url=:\/\/mods.factorio.com\/mod\/informatron]Informatron[\/url] mod. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/34f685cd22db4db4d79215cc9a8efd4dd95841bc9b1.png[\/img][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE <1>}\/12002589\/be60b3a84b8a3c58ad63bb3a220ff86f690eed2e.png[\/img]The main spark is the index of topics. It solves many problems:[list][*]You can see the title of all the tips immediately. [*] You don't have to click through all the tips. [*] Of course, this allows for categorization of tips. [*] The player has an idea of the tip content before you click on it. [*] The icons for the small
element are visually appealing. [\/list] But with the deadline of 1.0 approaching and not wanting to expand the scope further, I just let the idea brew in my mind... until now. [h3] The new tips and tricks[\/h3]A picture is worth 1,000 words, and in this case it's very true. So let's start with that: [img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/191d6ba099e4b7fe685607714395cbf34413f9e8.png[\/img]Let's go through and explain some of the first changes:[list][*]There is now an index on the page. [*] Now that there is an
index, we can remove the 'Forward' and 'Back' buttons. [*] There is a search button we can search using tip titles. [*] The tips are categorized and indented accordingly. [*] There is a 'Mark as read' button, we will get to it later... [\/list] Quite a few changes to the GUI layout and it works really well. But we can move on. One problem remains, an issue that is small, but in the long run and with compound interest, it becomes a major source of pain. The problem is that tips still use images, which means they become
obsolete when we update things. We have recaptured all screenshots many times now over the years. So what can we do about it? [h3] The simulation[\/h3]In this case a GIF is worth 1,000 images, so let's start with that:https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-361-tips-110-gif.mp4What you see is a GIF (technically a .mp4) on a web page, but we're not putting GIFs in the game. What the GIF shows is the tips and tricks gui live rendering a real simulation of devices [in] inside [\/ i] GUI. This marvel of
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technology is a divine gift from the top (kovarex). widget solves quite a few of the original problems of using but we can go even further.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-361-tips-110-drag-building.mp4We can use the simulation not just to display a factory environment. Using Lua scripting, we can create entire scripted scenes and demonstrations. This is much more effective in many cases. For example, watching the building preview, mouse movement, and hearing the right sounds, makes the tip
much more meaningful. [h3] Unifying with mini-tutorials [\/h3] We are left with another problem, we still have mini-tutorial GUI. So it's a weird and awkward situation that some things are explained in Tips GUI, and other things via mini-tutorials. Mini-tutorial GUI is quite a challenge in itself and it has a lot of similar problems to the old Tips and Tricks GUI. Mini-tutorial 'images' are just 'related' technology icons, with 'related topics' underneath. The text provides a brief description of what you can expect from the
tutorial. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/ac00f1ec3bc78c49eb72501c607b0f548ebb119f.png[\/img]It would be nice if mini tutorials could have the same kind of features as tips and tricks, an index, nice big pictures enticing players to click the 'Play tutorial' button... Etc. So what if, we just somehow put mini-tutorials in tips and tricks GUI? It makes perfect sense and unites the communication channel. You now know that if you need help with a topic in the game, there is one place you should look for
some guidelines, Tips GUI. Mini-tutorials had some good features or their own, they would only show if the player had met some requirements and would be suggested to the player if they performed certain actions. For example, train tutorials would only show when you have researched railway technology. If we unite the two concepts, we can use the unlock and suggestion features for tips and tricks. So we combine the functionality of the two systems. Mini-tutorials are still the same, but they are presented
inside a tip and we hook in the proposal and dependency system for tips. We've added a 'Mark as read' button, and tips will show when the dependencies are read.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-361-hiding-tips.mp4We see this new unlock and recommendation system as one of the most important improvements. This means that tips and tricks GUI starts with only nescessary tips, and as you progress in the game, relevant tips are unlocked and shown to you. This is very similar to the way the
game starts with only a few recipes, and the more complex aspects are unlocked over time. [h3] Tips are moddable! [\/h3] When last minor problem with the old tips and tricks, is that they were 'hardcoded' in a sense. They were loaded from a very specific JSON file in the main data folder. This means that it was not possible for mods to add or change any of the is only natural then with this update and modernization of tips that we open the system to modders. Internal tips work like any other prototype, so it's
super easy for a mod to add their own items. [h3] The scope of tips [\/h3]When adding the new tips, it was tempting to do tips for all the things. But after some deliberation, we decided not to go too far in this way. We don't want tips and tricks to become a 'Factoripedia' or 'In-game wiki'. In general, the elements and units and general mechanics should explain themselves more directly, e.g. in the form of a What we want is for tips and tricks to explain mechanics and topics that are more complex, or hard to explain
somewhere else. With that in mind, we decided on a few loose categories: [list] [*] Things that are not related to some specific point, eg all info, ghost building. [\/*] [*] When visual presentation helps a lot, e.g. splitters, belt paths, long-handed inserts. [\/*] [*] When it is something related to a combination of several elements, e.g. ports over rails, copy-paste things. [\/*] [*] The \tricks\ eg lab to lab movement, stack transfers, drag building. [\/*] [\/list] More importantly, we should really only explain things that players
don't actually get. I've never heard a complaint that anyone doesn't understand how solar panels or accumulators work, so putting these in tips and tricks would be just inflated, even if it technically fits the criteria. [h3] Conclusion [\/h3]We are quite satisfied with the result, tips and tricks GUI was always one of the paradoxical systems that were both extremely useful and terribly ineffective at the same time. We really hope that all the efforts we've channeled into it will help. Speaking of help, we need your help:
What kind of tips would you have found useful when playing the game? Search [url=https:\/\/www.google.com\/search?q=reddit+Factorio+TIL+site:www.reddit.com]TO on Reddit[\/url] may be a source of inspiration, but it's still hard to compare the meaning of individual independent Reddit posts, and also a lot of them are outdated. So if you want to give us feedback, FFF discussion is the best place (yes we read 1.0.0
udgivet,event_type:12,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1597396320,rtime32_end_time:1597401001,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:7656119794311927,last_update_steamid:76561197994311927,event_notes:se meddelelse 1.0.0 published,posttime:1597396365,updatetime:1597396365,body:[h1][b]Features[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added Spidertron and Spidertron remote. [*] Added Freeplay crash site. [\/list] [h1] [b] Graphic[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added visual effect of contaminated
water. [*] Added biter base decoratives. [*] New visual effects for the atomic bomb. [\/list] [h1] [b] Sounds[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Significantly reduced the amount of robots deconstructing and significantly reduces the broken device alarm. [*] Restored mining bore sound to 0.17 version with high frequency part removed. [*] Reversed inserts, oven and assemble machine sounds to 0.17 version. [*] Changed the click sound check box (based on drop-down open sound). [*] Changed \green button sound\ to get a normal
button sound. [\/list] [h1] [b] Modding[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added EnemySpawnerPrototype and TurretPrototype properties: spawn_decoration and spawn_decoration_on_expansion. [*] EntityPrototype water_reflection can now be defined in graphics_set. [*] Added ExplosionPrototype properties: Explosion prototype: scale_animation_speed, fade_in_duration, fade_out_duration, scale_in_duration, scale_out_duration, scale_end, scale_increment_per_tick, scale_initial, scale_initial_deviation, scale, and
scale_deviation. [*] ParticleSourcePrototype particle is now optional, added smoke property. [*] ProjectilePrototype properties added: speed_modifier and turning_speed_increases_exponentially_with_projectile_speed. [*] Added LightDefinitionItem::source_orientation_offset. [*] Added Decorative Prototype::d ecal_overdraw_priority. [*] Added AreaTriggerItem::show_in_tooltip. [*] Added 'set-tile' and 'camera effect' trigger effects. [*] Added CreateDecorativesTriggerEffectItem properties: apply_projection and
spread_evenly. [*] Added CreateExplosionTriggerEffectItem properties: max_movement_distance, inherit_movement_distance_from_projectile, and cycle_while_moving. [*] Added DamageTriggerEffectItem Properties: evaporate, lower_distance_threshold, upper_distance_threshold, lower_damage_modifier, and upper_damage_modifier. [*] Added PlaySoundTriggerEffectItem properties: min_distance, max_distance, volume_modifier, audible_distance_modifier, and play_on_target_position. [*] Added
ProjectileAttackParameters::p rojectile_orientation_offset. [*] Added build_blueprint_small, build_blueprint_medium and build_blueprint_large to use sounds. [*] Renamed build_big for tool sound for build_large. [\/list] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added LuaEntity::autopilot_destination, vehicle_automatic_targeting_parameters, and time_to_next_effect read\/write. [*] Added LuaItemStack:::connected_entity read\/write. [*] Added LuaEntity::is_entity_with_force, is_entity_with_owner and is_entity_with_health
read. [*] Added LuaEntity::spawn_decorations(). [*] Added on_player_configured_spider_remote og on_player_used_spider_remote begivenheder. [*] Tilføjet Tilføjet spawn_decorations parameter til LuaGameScript::create_entity. [\/liste] You can get experimental releases by selecting the 'experimental' beta branch under Factorio's properties in Steam.,commentcount:224,tags:
[patchnotes,mod_reviewed,ModAct_873083815_1597399944_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:4098792306725646303,event_gid:4641476065440109392,voteupcount:3243,votedowncount:12},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:4098792306725646303,rtime32_last_modified:1607501714,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1597399945,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:3243,votes_down:12,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1634166237645658664,gidfeature2:4098792306725646303,clan_steamid_original:103582791441523997},{gid:4641476065439861153,clan_steamid:103582791441523997,event_name:Friday Facts #360 - 1.0 is here!,event_type:28,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1597395720,rtime32_end_time:1597442400 comment_count:0
,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:se meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\kovarex, V453000, Factorio team Facts #360 - 1.0 is here!,Posttime:1597395774,updatetime:1597395774,body:[i][url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-360]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] Hi, the atmosphere of the last week was a little special. We experienced the feeling of the final release is on the horizon many times. And we were shown that that is
not the case over and over again. So it feels very special when it actually becomes a reality. We tried to be particularly careful with any last minute changes to make sure we didn't introduce big errors into our precious 1.0 release. The image of all the players who have played crash on some simple stupid bug is horrifying. [h1] Thank you [\/h1] People thanked us on many occasions for the hard work we do. It helped lift our spirits in many of the desperate moments when bugs and problems were piling up and we
couldn't see the end of the tunnel. We don't say it often enough, but the support from you has been incredibly helpful over the years. [list] [*] We thank everyone who helped us save the game before it could even start supporting the IndieGoGo campaign back in 2013. [\/*] [*] We are grateful for all the 18,855 bug reports. They were invaluable feedback that helped us reach our level of game stability. [\/*] [*] We appreciate almost all feedback to our FFF and game releases. A lot of game improvements came out of
it. [\/*] [*] We appreciate the work and creativity that went into creating the 5,603 mods. It certainly expands the potential for a lot of people, and of the ideas became great inspiration for us. [\/*] [*] All online videos, articles and streams were immensely useful to spread the word. [\/*] [*] We thank everyone who helped with Crowdin translations, so the game should be played in a lot of different languages without us having to manage it directly. [\/*] [*] We are grateful that people spontaneously helped manage Wiki
and created some great tools, like calculators, cheat sheets or blueprint databases. [\/*] [*] We appreciate the efforts that have been put into organizing events, such as fMMO, Clustorio, etc.[\/*][*]We appreciate that our society is very civilized and people who contribute are generally nice to each other, and keep the criticism on the constructive side. [\/*] [*] And finally, we would like to thank all of you who bought the game and allowed all this to happen. [\/*] [\/list] [h1] The 1.0.0[\/h1]It took us 8.5 years. It's been an
incredible trip and we've arrived at the destination! Factorio leaves early access. This opens the game up to all the players who just don't play early access games, the same with reviewers who only cover finished games, which is very understandable. For this particular occasion, we created a launch trailer. It tries to capture the story of evolution in 45 seconds. [previewyoutube=BqaAjgpsoW8;full] [\/previewyoutube] Da Main Trailer is kind of we updated it to 1.0 mode of the game.
[previewyoutube=J8SBp4SyvLc;full] [\/previewyoutube] When we published virtually all content in 0.18, there was nothing left for 1.0 other than the formality of \it's complete\. The crash site, atomic bomb, alien decorations and contaminated water are awesome, but not too effective... As a result, we really wanted to add something to make the release special. [list] [*] It is a vehicle that can be driven or controlled remotely. [\/*] [*] It can cross obstacles and small bodies of water. [\/*] [*] It has a built-in radar and
you can place drawings nearby. [\/*] [*] It has an equipment grid so it can build with construction robots and use combat equipment. [\/*] [*] It has four fast-firing rocket launchers that can shoot automatically. [\/*] [*] It can be researched very late in the game (all science packages except Space). [\/*] [*] Several of them can be implemented at the same time, but each requires its own associated controller. [\/*] [\/list] All this means that it can be used as a tank upgrade, a less automated version of artillery, or a builder
\ / repairer. We look forward to seeing what other uses you can invent. We didn't add it in the past when we saw it just as a gimmick without much contribution to gameplay mechanics. This changed recently when we came up with the idea of the remote control combined with the equipment network. So we decided to expand our already crazy todo list, and add it as a last minute bonus. [h1] The plan for 1.1 [\/h1]We did the best we could to fix all the relevant errors and problems for the 1.0 release, but we just
couldn't do everything. So we had to prioritize just the more critical things. We would still like to address all the remaining issues, as there are currently about 150 errors on forums and about 80 internal tasks to be solved. The plan is ultimately to go through them all, and decide how to solve each one. A good example is that we have a \continue\ button, but it just ignores multiplayer. You press continue automatically just to find that you are building alone for half an hour. It's my (kovarex) personal story indeed.
This means that 1.1 will just focus on filling the most obvious gaps in our existing feature set, not on adding some new great content. [h1] Full circle [\/h1]When we started with Friday facts, it was at a time when we worked a lot, but if there was no release for a while, people were starting to ask if the game was still being worked on. So that was our first motivation. Eventually we learned many additional benefits of the blog, except that it's just a dead mans switch. [list] [*] It established the communication channel
between us and society. [\/*] [*] It started to be an internal every week milestone to get something in a presentable form. [*] In some cases it even motivated us to add a cool last minute feature to do the subject feels more complete. (For example, how the undo and paste feature was created) [\/*] [*] It became a vast archive of the evolution of the game over the years. Opening old posts is like reading our own diary. [\/*] [\/list] It became a friday habit for us and some of our players too, but we now believe is the
right time to stop. There will hardly be a better time to do it. It should be very understandable that we need a break and we also need the freedom to think about the long term without the obligation to cut it into small chunks for FFF. Since you can't expect weekly posts from now on, we wanted a way for you to be notified when we have something special to say. Feel free to [url=https:\/\/forms.gle\/LsLkcCaYwSsQXTfJA]to give us your e-mail address[\/url] so we can tell you. For now please enjoy the game, and
we\u2019ll be back!,commentcount:611,tags:
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,creator_steamid:7656119794311927,last_update_steamid:765611994311927,event_notes:see communication 0.18.46 udgivet,posttime:1597086660,updatetime:1597086660,body:[h1][b]Grafik[\/b][\/h1] [liste] [*]Elektrisk minedrift boregrafik nu afgrænser boks mere præcist. [\/liste] [h1] [b] Fejlrettelser[\/b][\/h1] [liste] [*]Fast svævende over enhed, der gik mod en enhed, ville gå ned, hvis objektet blev ødelagt. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87701]more[\/url] [*]Fixed crashes\/desyncs related to different
operations on a shelf of a player that just joined, and his blueprint shelf meta-data is't be synchronized yet. [*] Fast nedbrud \/desyncs relateret til bytte element med en blueprint \/ bog i blueprint biblioteket, der endnu ikke er fuldt overført til spillet. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87673]more[\/url] [*]Fixed electric mining drill circuit connection graphics. [*] Fast nedbrud, når picking up noget ved hjælp af quickbar, mens du konfigurerer en plan fra lageret. [*] Fast, at blueprint bog GUI rullede til toppen, når noget
blev gjort. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87602]more[\/url] [\/list]You can get experimental releases by selecting the 'experimental' beta branch under Factorio's properties in Steam.,commentcount:50,tags:
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:,rtime32_start_time:1596792600,rtime32_end_time:1596795780,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:se meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\Klonan, Facts #359 - Crash site: Beginning,posttime:1596792649,updatetime:1596792649,body:[i][url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff -359]Read this post on our website[\/url][\/i][h1]0.18 mods will be loadable in 1.0 (Klonan)[\/h1]With 1.0 approaching, we want to make sure
that the day of launch goes as smoothly as possible, and shows the game in the best light. Something that would really work against it would be if the update broke a lot of mods and dissatisfied all of our most dedicated players. So we make an effort to make sure that mods that work in 0.18 will work without any update needed in 1.0.Theoretically this is not as difficult as the 0.18 release structure has meant that mods have maintained compatibility with all the latest changes, and in essence 1.0 will just be a
small update of 0.18. However, it takes a bit of special handling:[list][*]1.0 will allow mods marked for 0.18 to load. [*] Mod portal displays 0.18 mods when browsing in 1.0. [\/list] Avoiding breaking mods also means that we need to be very careful about changing something, even something as simple as renaming a sprite can break dozens of mods. I think we never realized how easy it is to break mods before we started this new publishing structure. Great apologies and big thanks to all the modders who stuck
with us through these breaches. We hope that what this effort means is that on the day of 1.0, players new and old alike can log in towards the portal and have a very large catalog of mods they can enjoy immediately, and that modders can relax and enjoy the game instead of worrying about updating all their work. But we can not say 100% that all mods will work, it is possible one of the features of 1.0 (like the new atomic bomb or alien decorative) will break some mods. [h1] Mining drill redesign revisit
(Ernestas, V453000)[\/h1]I [url=https:///\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-350]FFF-350[\/url] we presented the new electric mining drilling graphic, and released them in 0.18.31 shortly after. But we hadn't realized fast enough that it had some problems... The most obvious is the tile overlapping. All of our graphics try to find a balance between overlapping the tile a lot to be aesthetically nicer, and not overlapping the tile at all to be technically correct and readable. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/0f77dc8537b121bbf86e90a16eb3aac5e9a6ee.png[\/img]With the electric mine drilling, we became bolder than with other units and overlapped the tile more. This problem got massively reinforced by the fact that mining drilled output directly to a belt so it doesn't even have the typical hole where inserters usually are. The secondary but related problem would be that the company is no longer as recognizable as before. We attribute that mostly to the new height that the drill
has, as it becomes a bit overcomplicated, and not so what the shape of the device device the main reason for adding the higher structure was because we wanted to create a much more complicated miner movement (both horizontally and vertically), and to fit pipe connections easily. But the miner's movement was too complicated, so we didn't, and pipe connections are a bit of an edge case. We could have dealt with just the issue of overlapping tile over the mining drill, but it would already cost a certain amount
of time and we felt we could go one step further. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/6888df765f28d94fadc498d905a318523fab8a11.png[\/img]It was tight in time, which is why we are presenting it now, but we decided to move the entire structure down so that the mining mechanism would move on terrestrial rails. After a lot of effort put into moving things, redesigning parts of the drill, and reworking pipe connections, Ernestas has arrived for the new version. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/5d35b94420a29f361b251c2138fe5d2a73d3cbce.png[\/img]The electric mining drill is one of the few devices that the player sees from the very first stages of the game, all the way to the end. Long story short, it's a really important device, so we wanted to get it right. We were pleased with the concept of mining drill redesign for \aggressive ground penetration' towards the \gentle harvesting' of the original, but we traded away a few of the good parts about the old mining drilling
graphics, like clarity and identifiability. This reunion is trying to solve it and we now think it's good. The new mining drill graphic has been released with 0.18.44 (today). Since it could break some mods, we wanted to push the new graphics as quickly as possible to give mod writers a chance to fix their mods to 1.0. [h1] Technology icons update (Dominik, V453000)[\/h1]Since many graphics have changed over the years, more and more related icons became obsolete. We didn't have enough time to do a complete
reworking of the technology icons, as we did with the element icons, but we could at least update the clearly outdated icons. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/c15c017ccba1d315d56868696975d7395309dbd8.png[\/img][h1]Crash site: Beginning (Ernestas, V453000)[\/h1]Although a simple one, Factorio has a history – An engineer crashes on a planet and by building a complex factory, becomes able to launch rockets back into space (... or builds the sickest combo tingest instead). This story is quite well
represented - building a crazy factory in the process that ends with an epic rocket launch - except the beginning is not. The player character just appears in the middle of the map, where nothing shows where they came from. When we worked at the crash site of NPE, we created the special assembly machines, a laboratory, a generator and chest capsules. [img] has been removed, but Albert does not design just the special ship bits. The central piece of the composition was always meant to be a large
spacecraft - but as per usual, we didn't have enough time to finish it, and since it wasn't really gameplay breaking, we released 0.17 without. Although npe was removed and its custom crash site units remained only for modding and custom scenario use, we would like to finish the main crashed ship. The plan has always been that if we invest a lot of time in designing crash site devices, then we better use them for Freeplay as well, since it is the main game mode. Recently Ernestas took Albert's 3D model and
finished learning it, bringing it to life, and to the game. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/a8ff32b22c827eed1c3baa3abbe8d66876cc0655.png[\/img]Klonan has also added a short springy cooled at the start of Freeplay, where the crash detection site. The crashed segments are randomly located, and there is a little bit of resources available in each of the ship segments (the 8 combined iron plates that until now just appeared in your inventory). All crash site parts can be mined, but it offers no reward,
takes a long time, and the crash site cannot be re-built. The crash site is raised at the beginning of the game, so it will not show on pre-1.0 cards. The crash site will be released in 1.0, on 14th August 2020 - at 11am Prague time.,commentcount:93,tags:
[mod_reviewed,ModAct_486888070_1596795283_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:2799503175287050684,event_gid:2730823280980040658,voteupcount:2183,votedowncount:8},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:2799503175287050684,rtime32_last_modified:1607501718,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1596795283,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:2183,votes_down:8,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1634166237645658664,gidfeature2:2799503175287050684,clan_steamid_original:103582791441523997},{gid:2730823280977660537,clan_steamid:103582791441523997,event_name:Version 0.18.43 released,event_type:12,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1596735180,rtime32_end_time:1596740401,comment_count:0,creator_steamid :76561197992105911
,last_update_steamid:76561197992105911,event_notes:see announcement 0.18.43 published,posttime:1596735193,updatetime:1596735193,body:[h1][b]Graphic[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Updated technology icons. [*] Updated the \Make a copy of blueprint\ icon\ [\/list] [h1] [b] Gui[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added simple credits gui. [*] Updated the style with dialog boxes on the Status bar. [*] Updated the map editor's style. [\/list] [h1] [b] Changes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Changed the default troubleshooting settings so that they show only
the grid and nothing else. [\/list] [h1] [b] Bug fixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fixed that Blueprint books in the library do not overdemit its modded icon backups properly into the game. [*] Fixed that Blueprint books in element form did lose its modded icon lowered mode when saved between versions 0.18.37 and 0.18.42 [*]Fixed, swapping the ghost cursor with an element does not clear quickbar selection immediately. [*] Fixed PvP script error when you start a new round of duplicate startup areas.
[url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87533]more[\/url] [*]Fixed PvP scenario not restoring character bonuses after respawn. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87493]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that most of the windows didn't fit as they should when they couldn't fit the screen. [*] Fixed squashing of save name label in load \/save map dialog and load \/ save short status windows. [*] Fixed biters being able to attack units outside their attack area. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87158]more[\/url] [*]Fixed crash when opening
train gui through non-locomotive while in map view in latency state. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84158]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that the deconstruction planner was ignoring specified tile filters when you remove tile ghosts. [*] Fixed that deconstruction planner with normal tile setting ignored tiles when the selection contained only tile ghosts + tiles. [*] Fixed the deconstruction planner with selected tile ghost filter not selected (with whitelist) or ignored (with blacklist) tile ghosts. [*] Fixed the deconstruction planner
with tiles and stones only and blacklist always ignored tiles. [*] Fixed lights of devices just outside the right or bottom edge of the screen were drawn twice sometimes. [*] Fixed drag-placing ghost item in zoomed-to-world view would drag the view instead. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87559]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that barreling recipes were generated for \fluid-unknown\. [\/list] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Empty LuaPrototype collision masks now returns an empty table instead of zero. [*]
LuaEntity::circuit_connected_entities and LuaEntity::circuit_connection_definitions return data for object ghosts. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/45823]more[\/url] [\/list]For experimental releases, select beta branch '0.18.x' under Factorio's properties in 0.18.42 udgivet,event_type:12,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1596477120,rtime32_end_time:1596481201,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197992105911,last_update_steamid:76561197992105911,event_notes:se
meddelelse 0.18.42 udgivet,posttime:1596477135,updatetime:1596477135,body:[h1][b]Bugfixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fixed a crash when holding a blueprint book. [*] Fiksede at blueprintbogen i en elementformular ikke havde mod-vedvarende ikoner. [*] Træk ikke kort, når du er zoomet ind i korttilstand og bygger tegninger. [*] Placer ikke kortmærker, når du bygger tegninger. [*] Fast crash i rendering på grund af spil tilstand bliver ændret ved buildability kontrol for tegning blueprint placering visualisering på bidder i
tåge-of-war, når zoomet-til-verden. [\/liste] You can get experimental releases by selecting the '0.18.x' beta branch under Factorio's properties in Steam.,commentcount:19,tags:
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creator_steamid:76561197992105911,last_update_steamid:76561197992105911,event_notes:se meddelelse 0.18.41 published,posttime:1596434351,updatetime:1596434351,body:[h1][b]Changes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]The pieces and units filter logic of the de constructor are now independent. [*] If you select the first device filter, tile mode never changes when it has normal default mode and no filters. [\/list] [h1] [b] Bug fixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Probably fixed problem with blueprint preview data is not empty when
blueprint is empty. [*] Improved layering of rocket in rocket silo so that it occluss inserts hands. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83615]more[\/url] [*]Fixed inventory consistency check fails when some saved articles are loaded. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87418]more[\/url] [*]Fixed inventory error messages in God and editor controller. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87405]more[\/url] [*]Solid smoke may not be raised from the generator unit if the animation was too short.
[url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/82946]more[\/url] [*]Fixed underground belts and loaders would not draw half-belt layers correctly. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83606]more[\/url] [*]Fixed localised strings in text objects through script rendering API, would be unt translated after storage and loading. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84696]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that right-clicking blueprint book with empty blueprint being selected destroyed the whole book. [*] Fixed to cut and copy created empty blueprint when
nothing was selected with alternate selection type. [*] Fixed that the \cross\ marker mouse was not present when selection tools from the blueprint library were held in the cursor. [*] Fixed the deconstructing latency mode using tools from the library not taking into account the tool settings. [*] Fixed the warning tool tips that showed all surface names in the tooltip when there were multiple surfaces. [\/list] [h1] [b] Modding[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added LuaEntityPrototype::rocket_entity_prototype read. [\/list] You can get
experimental releases by selecting the '0.18.x' beta branch under Factorio's properties in Steam.,commentcount:7,tags:
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[null,null,null,null],\localized_broadcast_right_image\:[null,null,null,null,null,null,null]\broadcast_whitelist\:[],\bPlanlæggeLseså\:false,\scheduleEntries\:[]},announcement_body:{gid:2727444856479081576,clanid:12002589,posterid:76561197992105911,headline:Version 0.18.39 released,posttime:1596264227,updatetime:1596264227,body:[h1][b]Bugfixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fast clearing from the cursor would not clear quickbar selection. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87329]more[\/url] [*]Solid blueprint book is not
diminished because the last item was corrupted. [*] Fixed that mishap when Lua got a case of player having to choose area to deconstruct. [*] Fixed upgrade book by item would not work while you are in editor. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87308]more[\/url] [*]Fixed biters not grouping before attacking a artillery outpost. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87297]more[\/url] [*]Fixed crash related to saving blueprint, which has all objects\/tiles as question mark. [*] Fixed desync when loading blueprint shelf with
modded devices. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87303]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that swapping blueprint cursor into a non transferred blueprint didn't trigger the transfer. [*] Fixed that cycling blueprint book in the common blueprint library could also cycle the index for other players who keep the same book. [*] Fixed that cycling book would not mark the blueprint storage to be saved, so the indexes would be lost if no other changes were made. [*] Fixed a desync when he returned to a multiplayer game, while the
active book index was changed in another game. [url=https:///\/forums.factorio.com\/87262]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that the action to put item in a blueprint library was not on the latency hiding state of luck item, which could result in the action doing nothing when the item successfully was not in the server state yet. [*] Fixed that quickbar links to items contained in blueprint books in the player statement did not work. [*] Fixed that it was possible to put empty blueprint of other players if the original player was still to
have quickbar link to it. [*] Fixed that quickbar links worked only for the main inventory of the player, so it did not currently work equipped armor for example. [*] Fixed that LuaInventory.insert () did not work properly for blueprint books. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87337]more[\/url] [*]Fixed crash when reassigning blueprint with non-even snap grid size to contain rails. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87369]more[\/url] [*]Fixed crash when holding a blueprint from the blueprint library while being dead.
[url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87363]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that the info for selecting entities to be upgrading was mentioning entities that were market for deconstruction, even when these are ignored by the upgrade planner. [*] Fixed ordering deconstruction not canceled the upgrade order. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87117]more[\/url] [\/list]For experimental releases, select beta branch '0.18.x' under Factorio's properties in Fakta #358 - Alien decoratives &amp; Polluted
water,event_type:28,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1596193560,rtime32_end_time:1596197040,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:se meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\Jitka, Klonan, V453000, Facts #358 - Alien Decoratives &amp; Contaminated Water,posttime:1596193593,updatetime:1596193593,body:[i][url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-358]Read this post on our
website. [\/url] [\/i] [h1] Launch party cancelled (Jitka)[\/h1] The COVID pandemic around the world makes it really hard to plan any event these days and we were pretty optimistic just a few weeks back. But the situation here is changing now for the worse, it seems. The number of positively tested cases of COVID here on check has been increasing in relatively high numbers every day for the last two weeks, and the restrictions are again taking place. In Prague, face masks must be worn again, with more than
100 people gathered indoors, no events over 500 people allowed last week etc. The current uncertainty along with the fact that at least half of the invited guests will not be able to attend the party (including some members of our own team), has led us to make a tough decision: We have decided to cancel the Factorio 1.0 release party, we intended to throw on September 4, 2020.For those of you who have already purchased a ticket (s) - the full ticket price will be refunded. We hope that there will be another
opportunity to meet you all in the foreseeable future, but for now, please accept our apology for any inconvenience caused. It wasn't an easy decision for us to make, but we think it's the right one. [h1] Youtuber \/Twitch\/Press suggestion (Klonan)[\/h1]Over the last weeks and months, we have been preparing for the marketing of our 1.0 launch on 14 September 2015. Part of our plan will be to send some free press keys to Youtubers and streamers and other content creators, hoping that they will give the game a
try, and help spread the word. To prepare, Jitka and I have done our research and compiling a list of suitable persons to send a key to. It's not a shocking fact to find out that Youtube is massive, and I think even if we spent a year every day going through it, we still wouldn't find 10% of channels that we'd like to send a key to. So we decided to start this simple form that you can use to suggest your favorite Youtubers to us, and help us make sure they don't miss the review keys when we post them. If you are
interested and would like to help us, you can fill out the form [url=https:\/\/forms.gle\/qpMGnxeif71bJsHZ9]here[\/url]. [h1] Contaminated water (V453000, posila)[\/h1]As we finish redesign graphics for 1.0, we could focus on other graphical improvements. Because we are so close to release, it is a good idea to focus on things that are unlikely to break the game and do not cost too much time while having as big an impact as possible. One of the biggest themes in pollution. Given that it's one of the least visible
elements of the game, can only see it in the map view and on dying trees. It would be great if we could make grass or decorative die too, but it's something too technically complicated for now. But one thing that could and shows pollution is water! For a very long time we didn't have green water tiles in the game and we've used them in campaign missions. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/d0be85438192dacd8e69be2b5cabbbea817cbaa3.png[\/img][img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/112002589\/b36734202167e2f294940741254899660ccae639.png[\/img][i]Two water field types, one or the other. [\/i] Since it's 'just' tiles, it wasn't really possible to use both of them - because transitions between them would be too abrupt. Not to mention water tiles would have to generate that way and dynamically change as the map becomes more polluted, leading to more technical problems. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/86f93f9b2fa70a18b116d7595e7eb138c5936f1f.png[\/img][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE 12002589\/52a50c2f7caae717d62aa071d9acccb5ed0702b8.png[\/img][i]Manually placed fields in map editor. [\/i] However, since water has been updated to use a shader recently ([url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-323]FFF-323[\/url]), we could make it look contaminated dynamically. After some typical posila dark spells interpolate and convert pollution values on chunks, we could
mix between a primary and secondary shade of water tiles. This way it is also directly bound to the red cloud you can see on the map, so it is consistent. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/3415b86e461f049de3abc51c1acf6f935f84ed5f.png[\/img][i]Contaminated water is spreading slowly. [\/i] The green water tiles still exist, if scenarios want to use them, they just always show as contaminated. The pollution effect does not appear whether the Show Animated Water option is disabled or if contamination is
disabled in the map settings. Mods can also adjust or disable the effect by changing the secondary water tones in the tile prototypes. [h1] Biter decorative (Ernestas, V453000, posila)[\/h1]When the whole family of biters got their redesign, one of the plans for later was to give them their own biom in the world. We had some temporary decal and decoration sprites prepared for a long time now, but someone needed to add them to the card generator. In the end, we didn't want to spend an awful lot of time on
tweaking generator properties to place them just right, and also we wanted them to be created under new bases as biters expand, therefore we decided to add special logic to generate them as spawners and towers are created. If your mod already has its own solution for creep, you can disable the base game one by spawn_decoration prototype property on spawns and worms. Our first naïve implementation was to place decals just randomly, and Ernestas turned the number of cals created to 11 to make them
cover the ground the way he liked. It's again me (posila) unhappy because in the middle of biter bases there were too many decals overlapping each other that even your GTX 1080 would take notice of the increased workload, and a laptop with an integrated GPU would fall to your knees. It made me realize that artists probably wanted our tile renderer had a texture splatting function. But I wasn't really ready to change the specification for tile renderer yet again and rework it to add more new features to it so
close to release. We also really don't want to add an option to disable rendering of decals which along with pre-existing option to disable decorative would make terrain look quite common. So instead we changed the decal location logic use [url= https:\/\/en.wikipedia.org\/wiki\/Supersampling #Poisson_disc]Poisson-disc sampling[\/url], which produces points that are randomly placed but somewhat evenly spaced apart, and this fixed excessive overlap. Once we knew that it could actually be generated (including
bases created by biter extensions), Ernestas could complete the graphics. Mucus, mold, eggs, worms, all kinds of bodily fluids and mucuses. You can see how this immediately looks much more like a 'nest'. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/fa372765ecb4601b493ddcfdbc32c761e3045b.png &lt;1&gt;[\/img]We decided not to worry about migration, as we should focus also on other things (like fixing bugs), then existing biter bases on older cards loaded in 1.0 will not have these decoratives. We imagine
a lot of people would like to start a fresh card anyway, and that's a nice identifier of a 1.0 card. Both the polluted water and the biter decoratives will be released on 14th August in 1.0.,commentcount:77,tags:
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,last_update_steamid:76561197992105911,event_notes:see announcement 0.18.38,posttime:1596093386,updatetime:1596093386,body:[h1][b]Grafik[\/b][\/h1] [liste] [*]Forbedret blueprintgittervisualiseringen, så det viser et rektangel i stedet for kun hjørnerne. [*] Tilføjet blueprint gitter visualisering, når der bygges i verden. [\/liste] [h1] [b] Fejlrettelser[\/b][\/h1] [liste] [*]Fast rengøring spøgelsesmarkør. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87257]more[\/url] [*]Fixed crash when clicking a blueprint book upgrade slot
with a upgrade planner in hand. [*] Fiksede at navigere i et blueprint-bogelement, når det blev åbnet direkte fra en quickbar. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87256]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that it was possible to put book into itself using hand-&gt;swap and clean cursor. [*] Fast, at hånden funktionalitet ikke fungerede korrekt for pistol og ammunition og gav vildledende fejlmeddelelser i nogle tilfælde. [*] Fast \slice\ egenskaben animationsdefinition blev fortolket som endicingparameter, hvilket muligvis forårsagede
store hukommelsesallokedelinger. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87274]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that grabbing gun\/ammo, swapping it with some other item in the inventory and pressing Q, gave a message of inventory full, instead of the item in cursor not being returnable to the hand location [*]Fixed that Internal inventory stack transfer messages or not specific enough, or not not present of all. [\/liste] [h1] [b] Modding[\/b][\/h1] [liste] [*]Omdøbte egenskaber for sprite og animation for sprite-terning fra \slice\,
\slice_x\ og \slice_y\ til \dice\, \dice_x\ og \dice_y\, fordi \slice\ kolliderede med egenskaben roteret animationsdefinition, der bruges til at definere spritesheet skåret i flere filer. Sprite dicing er en teknik til at hakke store sprite i mindre for at forbedre pakning i sprite atlas. [\/liste] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fast en tastefejl (pr. vs. før) i on_pre_permission_group_deleted begivenhedsnavnet. [\/liste] You can get experimental releases by selecting the '0.18.x' beta branch under Factorio's properties in
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[null,null,null,null,null,null]\localized_broadcast_right_image\localized_broadcast_right_image\:[null,null,null,null,null,null],\broadcast_whitelist\:[],\bPlanlæggetEnabled\:false,\scheduleEntries\:[]},announcement_body:{gid:2727444856469604727,clanid:12002589,posterid:76561197992105911,headline:Version 0.18.37 released,posttime:1596037786,updatetime:1596037786,body:[h1][b]Major Features[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]New library GUI. Its user interface had been adjusted with the way inventory works in as many
ways as possible. [url=https:///\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-356]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Features[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added blueprint building from the map view. [*] Drawings may have specified snap dimensions. When built by dragging, they are only built in the grid relative to where the build started. [*] Drawings can have absolute map snapping indicated, so the drawings are always aligned to the global grid. [*] Blueprint books can be inserted into blueprint books, cycling through the books works in a
hierarchical way. [*] Upgrade planners and deconstruct planners can be inserted into plan books and the blueprint library. [*] Blueprint books, upgrade planners and deconstruction planners can now have custom icons listed. [*] All blueprint tools have an editable description. [*] Added Blueprint assign tool. This makes it possible to put new content of a plan after world selection. [*] All blueprint tools have a copy function. [*] All blueprint tools can be used directly from the blueprint library. [*] Quickbar links to
blueprint tools are persistent when you move them between library shelves and inventories. [*] Most of the blueprint tools manipulation in the blueprint library is part of a multiplayer latency hide. [*] Icons on blueprint tools and filters in the upgrade planners \ / deconstruction planners retain the original values, so when mods would be added again, the original values can be restored unless the player clears the related icons manually. [*] Any blueprint content that is not available due to mod removal is also kept in
blueprint persistent, so drawings can be copied and transferred in multiplayer without losing its original data. [*] Added downgrade feature to upgrade planner. It works on drawings, books and also when used in the world. [*] If you click an upgrade planner button in blueprint or book, there is now a list of all available upgrade planners to use. [*] Upgrade planners are now also updating the relevant icons of drawings and books. [\/list] [h1] [b] Child functions[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]If you snatch an item from a blueprint book,
it has the same hand item functionality as when you keep an item from inventory so that it goes back to its original position when clean cursor is triggered. [\/list] [h1] [b] Gui[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]All blueprint tools now show all possible actions it can perform in the tooltip. [*] Control options now also search for the currently assigned key binding. [\/list] [h1] [b] Optimizations[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Reduced header size of blueprint storage and individual with suspended units, because only the ID mapping that is relevant to the
drawings (and the entire repository) is now saved. [\/list] [h1] [b] Bug fixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fixed that export export omfattede ikke de ubekræftede blueprintændringer i den eksporterede streng. [*] Fast blueprint preview ikoner rendering skala, når blueprint blev afholdt i markøren. [*] Fast, at blueprint ikke var at opdage modded data, der skal gå tabt ved indlæsning, medmindre en af de øverste niveau enheder eller fliser skulle gå tabt. Det betyder, at en plan med vanille konstant combinator (for eksempel) med en
modded signal ikke længere lydløst mister modded signaler om gensparing blueprint opbevaring, når mod ikke er i øjeblikket aktiv. [*] Fast, at biters når de står med en sten kan sidde fast i en uendelig pathfinding loop. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86552]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that clicking a technology in the research queue, holding the mouse down and moving it over the cancel button would make the cancel button flicker. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/82014]more[\/url] [*]Fast skyderværktøjstip viser
gammel værdi. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86632]more[\/url] [*]Faste terrænpartikler ville blive opfostret, når du går over bælter. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84874]more[\/url] [*]Fast spillerbevægelse på bælter i latenstilstandstilstand blev ikke ligefrem matchet med den virkelige spiltilstandslogik. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84554]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that the set-request GUI didn't respect the show-all-items setting. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86956]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that burner
assembliing machines could cause inserters to get stuck holding extra fuel in some cases. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87031]more[\/url] [*]Fixed noise.terrace-funktionen hævdede ikke, at konstante parametre er konstante. [*] Fiksede at værktøjstip til elementets holdbarhed brugte den forkerte landeterrort nogle steder. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87000]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that upgrading inserters in blueprints wouldn't preserve modded pickup\/drop locations.
[url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86982]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that exporting empty blueprint books didn't work correctly. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86945]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that the mods GUI didn't have any mod selection default. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85232]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that positions of entiti in blueprint string were not rettede til at blive justeret til gitter i henhold til vores regler og centreret. [*] Fiksede et nedbrud, da mods ødelagde tegnenheden under on_gui_closed hændelsen.
[url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87058]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a crash when cancel loading some modded saves. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87086]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that artillery turrets didn't fully use the shooting speed research. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/87140]more[\/url] [*]Reduceret flimmer af mineboreindikatorlys, når der zoomes ud. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86777]more[\/url] [*]Fixed lua documentation for read. read. [*] Fast, at biters ville forsøge at angribe over store afstande
individuelt i stedet for i grupper. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86920]more[\/url] [*]Map tag edit GUI kan nu bekræftes med Enter-tasten, selvom tekstboksen ikke er fokuseret. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86386]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a pathfinder crash related to entities and layerses using collision layers 11 to 15. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/82098]more[\/url] [*]Fixed the changelog GUI indrykning. [\/liste] [h1] [b] Modding[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Implementeret compileIntoCurrentProcedure for støjudtrykstypen
\if-else-chain\. Dette gør det muligt at bruge ikke-konstante værdier som betingelser. [*] Tilføjet \modulo\, \ceil\ og \floor\ støjudtrykstyper. [*] Tilføjet \bitwise-og\, \bitwise-eller\, \bitwise-xor\ og \bitwise-not\ støj udtrykstyper. [*] Tilføjet \sin\, \atan2\ og \cos\ støjudtrykstyper. [*] Tilføjet \less-than\, \less-or-equal\ og \equals\ støjudtrykstyper. [*] Ændret tårn base_picture animation til rent faktisk at spille animationen. [*] Tilføjede flere egenskaber til ExplosionPrototype for at styre lys, der falmer ved at anvende en
multiplikator på lysets størrelse og intensitet. \light_intensity_factor_initial\ (standard 0), \light_intensity_factor_final\ (standard 0), \light_intensity_peak_start_progress\ (standard 0), \light_intensity_peak_end_progress\ (standard 0,9), \light_size_factor_initial\ (standard 0,05), \light_size_factor_final\ (standard 0,9), \light_size_factor_initial\ (standard 0,05), \light_size_factor_final\ (standard 0,9), \light_size_factor_initial\ (standard 0,05), \light_size_factor_final\ (standard 0,9), \light_size_factor_initial\ (standard 0,05),
\light_size_factor_final\ (standard 0,9), \light_size_factor_initial\ (standard 0,05), \light_size_factor_final\ (standard 0,9), \light_size_factor_initial\ (standard 0,05), \light_size_factor_final\ (standard 0,9), \0.1), \light_size_peak_start_progress\ (standard 0.1), \light_size_peak_end_progress\ (standard 0,5) [\/list][h1][b]Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Tilføjet tilladelseshændelser : on_permission_group_edited, on_pre_permission_string_imported, on_permission_string_imported, on_per_permission_group_deleted,
on_permission_group_deleted, og on_permission_group_added. [*] Forenklede reglerne for objektpositioner, der er justeret efter gitteret i arbejdstegningen. Nu har de de samme regler som enheder i verden. [\/liste] You can get experimental releases by selecting the '0.18.x' beta branch under Factorio's properties in #357 -
Nuke,event_type:28,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1595585160,rtime32_end_time:1595588280,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:7656119796327438,event_notes:se meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\kovarex, Doikmin, Facts #357 - Nuke,posttime:15955855170,updatetime:1595585170,body:[i][url=https:///\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-357]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] [h1] Blueprint library final hand
(kovarex)[\/h1]At the time of writing Friday Facts last week, not all the planned changes were complete, here is the completion, so here we go. [h3] Persistent library content[\/h3]The problem is old. You play a modded game and have your drawings in the library. Then, you decide to put mods aside for a reason (to attend an MP game, or just try another modset). At that point, if we didn't handle it in a special way, all your mod-related content in your blueprint library would be removed. We solved the main part of
the problem already [url =https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-211]quite a long time ago [\/url]. However, with the forthcoming support for other tools in the planning library, it had to be extended. A special system was created for these things:[list][*]The sample icons in the blueprint tools[\/*][*]The deconstruction planner filters[\/*][*]Upgrade specification for the upgrade planner[\/*][\/list]If the related ID is no longer available while loading a game. Instead of just clearly removing it, it is marked as unknown, and
the original textual representation of the ID is stored in a special way. The tool can still be used normally. If you clear \unknowns\ the plug information is removed forever, but if you do not clear it, it will stay there. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/f99a90e0eb1237d9b039a2084d9dfe754bc66b3f.png &lt;2&gt; &lt;1&gt;[\/img][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/f1942165a8f65e686b57b280f2968dcb0e6032.png[\/img][img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/1ff97b5b6fa728c1a07948d023e351b6f3e94ff91.png[\/img]When you load the appropriate mods again, ids are restored. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/b2e791f5f8bfa528bbb3ac196ce77f01179db5ba.png[\/img][h3]Upgrades[\/h3]UX to upgrade drawings\/books with the upgrade planner should be preliminary, provisional, but somehow, it remained in use for quite some time. Currently, the only way to use it is to click the button with an upgrade planner in your
cursor, which is sometimes quite annoying, since you don't even have access to your storage or Blueprint library when you want to click the button, so you need to close the window, find the upgrade planner you want to use, open the upgrade planner window already in the cursor, and then use it. So this window was created. When you click the upgrade window, the game searches all the upgrade planners available to you (storage and blueprint library), allows you to choose which to apply for, and always offers
the default upgrade planner. [img] you probably noticed from the picture, I could not refrain from adding a small feature. Upgrade Upgrade can now be used either way: as an upgrade with left click and downgrade with right click. Of course, it also works when you upgrade in the world. The problem is that you can already do 3 different kinds of things with the tool, and there are generally quite a few people who don't know about basic things you can do, like canceling a deconstruction orders or force-building a
plan. Because of this, we added instructions to all tools so users won't miss it. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/3da66cb8bc4fb66406a3cd880a889bd4969959c.png[\/img][h3]Snapping[\/h3]This is a great example of a feature that I expected to be done quickly and easily... But you know how it goes. The first problem is related to building and dragging. Most of the drawings don't work as well when you just build and drag them.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-357-dragging-blueprint.mp4 the
other problem is that drawings are often designed to work in a grid, but there's no way to enforce it. Either you have to build slowly and carefully, or you misclick often. And with the new feature of building in maps, the problem was just elevated. This is what the second check box is for, it forces the blueprint to be built in a grid aligned to the map center. To ensure that the user can configure individual drawings in a way that they would match perfectly, the relative position of the plan to the grid can be configured by
moving the red flag. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/777da2485d6e8970bb2aee8fe735b9d2d6d67743.png[\/img]https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-357-blueprint-snapping.mp4Thaks to Boskid, our beloved tester, a large pile of bugs had already been identified and fixed, so there is a chance the BP library will be released next week. [h1] The story of the atomic bomb (Dominik, Posila, Ernestas, V453000)[\/h1]Since more than a year since Dominik has been updating and improving all kinds
of visual effects in the game - particles, splashes, explosions and so on. For most of the time, we have not 2019ve also got valid questions - \But what about the atomic bomb?\. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/2facbc1f47c0fcb47b3da900958e8e8ff3f2d4adcc.png[\/img]It was planned from the start that the explosion of the atomic bomb would come last. Not because it is the lowest priority, on the contrary - however, it is also by far the most challenging effect to create, both on the technical and graphic
side, so we kept improving how particles\/explosions work, and experimenting with graphics for effects - essentially practicing and preparing the ground for the nuclear weapon. The biggest challenge visually is the large size of the explosion. Normal explosions have already benefited greatly from more flexible and different burn marks and particles, and improving the explosion sprites themselves, that\u2019s not enough here. The atomic bomb has such a huge explosion radius that simply can not (mostly
because of VRAM requirements) create an explosion sprite that would cover it all.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-357-explosion-solo.mp4We\u2019ve tried to make an explosion as big as we could fit into a reasonable spritesheet, and limit its frame counter as much as we could as well. Just like we did in the old days when VRAM was much more of a concern. This mushroom cloud doesn't cover nearly enough though, so certainly part of the effect has to be procedural. VRAM is not the only
problem though, the biggest challenge for the visual is once again the perspective of square tiles, where visually the game looks like the player sees it at 45 \u00b0 angle, but everything is presented as if set top down. Both of these things are intentional and graphics get the shorter end of the stick when it comes to compensating for this dichotomy ([url = https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-133]FFF-133[\/url]). After discussing many truly different approaches, we could take, we decided to create a
combination of a central spritesheet, with a shockwave of smoke moving outward from center.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-357-circular-damage.mp4We tried to make graphics hide this perspective problem as always, and made the explosion move slower vertically, resulting in a visually correct ellipse. As you can see in the animation above, this exposes the problem of devices dying in a vertical direction before the waves get to them. So we did the damage apply slower in the vertical direction
as well. This means that you can minmax and run away vertically when you shoot the atomic bomb under your feet and you will have a better chance of survival, but it should be too much of a problemWe\u2019ve also added a secondary damage radius so it\u2019s more forgiving if you're just just getting hit, while driving away.https://\\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-357-random-improved.mp4For further improvement, we\u2019ve added a host of random elements to how the particles move and when
they disappear, which in turn makes the edge of the explosion less obvious, but also helps reduce crescent-like shapes at the end. The explosion is so large that even creating a scorch brand of an appropriate size for it is a problem, so Ernestas created a scorch brand as big as we could afford, and added a brand new tile to ground zero, with decoratives to smooth the edges out a bit. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/bfd640dad7fc1233fa5502db0ff448e7f97ac201.png[\/img]The nuclear explosion also
destroys everything in a small radius in the middle (killed units don\u2019t spawn corpse, decorative is destroyed and rocks disappear), making the explosion feel much more powerful and impactful. The nuclear tiles remain there forever and are from the card view, which they have egen kort farve, selvom du kan placere beton over dem for at skjule beviser for dine actions.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-357-final-nuke.mp4For at fuldføre effekten, we\u2019ve tilføjet en kort overbright af hele
skærmen baseret på, hvor langt player\u2019s skærmen er fra eksplosionen, og tilføjede lydeffekter, som også reagerer på afstand fra eksplosionen. You will be able to enjoy becoming death, the destroyers of worlds, in the new fashion on 14th August, in 1.0.,commentcount:106,tags:
[mod_reviewed,ModAct_879310707_1595593553_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:4053754495581574119,event_gid:2727444223257644441,voteupcount:1777,votedowncount:10},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:4053754495581574119,rtime32_last_modified:1607549506,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1595593554,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:1777,votes_down:10,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1634166237645658664,gidfeature2:4053754495581574119,clan_steamid_original:103582791441523997},{gid:4398279142112148993,clan_steamid:103582791441523997,event_name:Friday Facts #356 - Blueprint library for real,event_type:28,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1595023800 rtime32_end_time:1595027220
,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:7656119796327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:se meddelelse Facts #356 - Blueprint library for real,posttime:1595023854,updatetime:1595023854,body:[i][url=https:///\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-356]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] [h1] kovarex - the story of motivation [\/h1]This wall of text is about my personal battle with Factorio and life, feel free to jump to the next topic if you want to see the actual Factorio content. Since two
years ago, I started having these problems, it was harder and harder to force myself to work on the game and I didn't enjoy it that much. So I was looking for a way to take a break. I know exactly when I disappeared from the Factorio development, it was August 26, 2019, the release date of the World of Warcraft classic. The planned 3 week games kind of expanded to be more like 3 months. One of the big reasons was that I already had 60 level priest when I realized that thought is so hard to come by, so I re-
rolled a tank learned to play it and leveled it for 60. It was a lot of fun to finish all the dungeon content and acquire pre-bis (pre raid best in slot). All this just to find out tanks is far from a hot commodity when it comes to raiding, where you need just a few in the 40 people raid. At this point, I thought I'd get back to working with full power, but I just couldn't. When I tried to work, I had this strong, almost physical sense of disgust that was impossible to overcome. It was clear to me at this point, this is the typical
burnout situation. It's far from surprising after that years of work that hard. The attempts to get to work were primarily motivated by guilt, and I knew that it is hardly a good motivation for anything. Trying to overcome it by sheer willpower would just make it worse, so I just stayed distant. The team was still working on their own and made good progress, so I took advantage of it and continued to have a break and spent more time with my family and on leisure activities. Since the situation did not get so much better,
there were even proposals to sell the company and get rid of the responsibility for the good. To most people, it would sound like a rational choice, but I was far from open to doing so. I generally don't like to do anything just because it's the norm. The norm is to try to always keep growing exponentially, to get investors, expand, get more people, never stop, never rest until you are the biggest and most terrible company or you die trying. This approach dictates that when you can't expand your business, you need to
sell it so that others can grow it. And I don't like it. I didn't forget at all why we started working on this game. We wanted to do the game (is) that we could not find and we wanted Have fun doing it. We wanted the game to be fun primarily for us, not for a focus group that has the greatest financial potential. So even if we the hypothetical decision: Either we sell it to a large publisher or we close the studio, I choose the latter because you can't put a price tag on the fact that we still own the game. In the latter case
we could return to it anytime when we feel like the time is right, instead of having to see it being milked as micro transaction filled cashgrab by some company. So this was my lowest point personally I generally didn't feel good and was lost in searching for purpose. One of the biggest reasons why I didn't feel good was that I was getting more and more lazy. When you don't have to overcome daily obstacles and unpleasantness, you become more and more lazy until even the most basic things start to be huge
pain in and you generally don't feel good, that's where I was. In the meantime, I was occasionally playing some simple games with my 4.5 year old son ([url = https:\/\/armorgames.com\/play\/12635\/earn-to-die]Earn to die[\/url] and [url=https:\/\/armorgames.com\/play\/14107\/into-space-2]Into space 2[\/url]). I tried to find some good cool games that we could play together, but I did not find anything, feel free to give me suggestions in the comments. So I figured he could actually try to play Factorio.I started a
peaceful fight for him, showed him how to move around, mine and craft basic things, and let him play. He just ran around and had fun, he can extract trees and explore. Another day, I joined the game and built some small factory so basic technologies are unlocked and he could play with it. Eventually, he set out on a project to create a wall around the entire factory. He was focused and he held on to it and 3 days later he came at me and showed it to me and he was so proud. Some time later, he played alone for
a while and than he showed me some very basic mining \/melting setups. It was very strange, but it worked. This is when I realized how great Factorio is for children, you can scale the skills from very basic up to almost infinite. He can't read, he didn't know numbers greater than 4, and yet he managed to play, and in a few days, he kind of recognized numbers up to 10 without even realizing. When I showed him how building robots and personal requests work, he was super excited and talked about building
robots for everyone he met :). When he asked me \Dad, what is this thing on the list of things I can order?\ ... \This is atomic bomb\.. \Oh, I want to order it\ .. \No, we don't even have it examined\ .. \But why is it on the list so, it doesn't make sense\ ... \Hmm, you're right, it doesn't, I can actually fix it.\ So I opened factorio source code after a long time and went on the change that filter and request choice not contained things yet to be examined (unless you force-unlock it in the settings). I made made change to
Factorio and it felt good and I started to want more, that's how I got from the lowest point. I wasn't yet prepared for big projects mentally, so I did some other small tweaks, and I started visiting the office occasionally, which gave me more and more energy, I wasn't working because of guilt, I was working because of joy again. This is when I decided to face the big elephant in the room: [in] the blueprint library [\/i]. I was afraid to approach such a big project in my former state, but now I felt brave enough. I started
working on it and I was able to work in full power mode again, the work went quickly forward. I had to overcome a lot of annoying obstacles along the way which had a positive effect on my overall laziness very quickly. When the new BP library started shaping up, I started to feel something almost forgotten, I was proud of what I was doing, yay :) [h1] The history of Blueprint [\/h1] The history of blueprint and blueprint library development is quite long and intricate, we mentioned it in 12 FFF already and it wasn't
always quite right. However, I believe that we are getting to the final stage with the current rework. Small tweaks and improvements can always be made, but the general feeling is like \yes, it works, finally\. [h3] First mention [\/h3]The first mention of a plan (other than blueprinting mod) was in [url=https:///\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-16]FFF-16[\/url], 6 and a half years ago! [h3] First blueprint implementation (0.9)[\/h3]Blueprints was obviously a great upgrade when comparing it to the mode just not having
them. But everything was very ordinary and primitive from today's perspective. You had to actually craft blueprint (for an advanced circuit) and the setup window was not the largest:[img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/fa6b1a6b95587368f4b837eb59e723c2c1396f3.png[\/img]Note that the confirmation button was the blueprint button. The exact example of us doing GUI in the logical way, but not an intuitive way. There was no way to change the plan when it was created, you can only manage it (for the price
of an electronic circuit). [h3] First improvement of blueprint management (0.13) [\/h3]Blueprints started to be important, so we added some very basic way to edit them and a way to include tiles and modules. ([url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-131]FFF-131[\/url]) [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/37b0e6e21535805af1a3dc11f294cf33e0827.png[\/img]Also, blueprint book was introduced ([url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-108]FFF-108[\/url], it cost 15 advanced circuits and could only
hold drawings directly.[img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/626e6a49125b45dea18f9d451988d268481302f.png[\/img][h3]First plan of (0,15) [\/h3] The fact that you didn't have a way to back up your drawings and you'd just clearly lose them when you died, or moved to a one the game was pretty hard so we started working on the blueprint library. Our first mention of it was in [url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-156]FFF-156[\/url]. [h3] First implementation (0.15)[\/h3]The first implementation was
fairly rough and first shown in [url=https:///\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-161]FFF-161[\/url][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\\\/12002589\/fb8b125cd889d173076547b3c8aa5a78c043b6ea.jpg[\/img]Note that the play button was the way to export the plan to your game as an item, so you can put it into your inventory and use it. [h3] First redesign[\/h3]We, primarily Oxyd ([url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-170]FFF-170[\/url]), quickly realized, that this should be more intuitive so that the way it was
exported was streamlined, you just drag and drop into your inventory.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-170-drag.gifEnther way to export was made secret: Once you kept a blueprint record while closing the library window. It was apparently useful as you could just grab it from the library and build, but once you were done and pressed Q to clean the cursor, the item was just wasted in your inventory. It was common at these times that your inventory was slowly getting cluttered with random drawings,
and you had to do a cleanup from time to time. The Blueprint edit window was also improved:[img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/31a2b9206e952575d9cb7a5f15e143570d6713.png[\/img][h3]0.16 Blueprint preview was updated[\/h3]It was \only\ on connecting the belt\/pipe\/wall devices, but it added a lot to the understanding ([url= https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-211]FFF-211[\/url]). [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/b301a8679de6c8029f7bf61da5255cef55e1eb1.png[\/img][h3]The
endless discussion phase[\/h3]We knew there were still a lot of problems with the blueprint library, and we were desperately trying to figure them out in different crazy ways ([url= https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-249]FFF-249[\/url]). However, a week later we agreed on a relatively simple solution ([url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-250]FFF-250[\/url] and [url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-255]FFF-255[\/url]): From the player perspective drawings are always just elements, and the
blueprint library is just something like a persistent chest. Quickbar, movements, stack transfers, everything works exactly as with elements, and bp library technical magic happens under the hood. After some time (32 weeks actually), we presented a UI mockup for the planned blueprint library [url = https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-282]FFF-282[\/url]. This was the grand plan, but as the .17 release approached and there were just too many other things to do, we postponed it. [h3]0.17 release - More this
version we have added a lot of tools:[list][*]Upgrading tools:[list][*]Upgrading insert (with history)[\/*][*]Undo[\/*][\/list]And we've also expanded the amount of things blueprint can handle -primary trains ([url=https:///\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-263]FFF-263[\/url]):[img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/e19c8eec58bfae32479fcd27b7c80eaec2990bd2.png[\/img]We just made a few small tweaks to 0.17, to make the use of drawings less of a pain, primarily the ability to make a quickbar reference directly to
the blueprint library. Using it created a new item that is copy of bp library record so you can build from it and press Q to clean the cursor just deleted blueprint instead of root repository. But the blueprint library still doesn't get any real improvement. [h3] Current blueprint library[\/h3]In 0.18 version, I improved the blueprint setup window to match our new GUI style: [img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/e5aaeae7c05ca1ee6d34743ef67c5ea13a54c8f.png[\/img]But the blueprint library still doesn't get any real
improvement. [h1] New blueprint library [\/h1]So if this buildup led to anything, it would be pretty lame, so as you would expect the blueprint library is now finally getting a real improvement. [h3]1) The look[\/h3]It looks great now and primarily fits the style of the rest of the game:[img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/a8e511e9530a5d93cb97 7e726941d6a0ce572d2.png[\/img][h3]2) Manipulation[\/h3]As agreed 2 years ago (fuck), the blueprint drawings are manipulated as elements in every way. The twins
forced me to agree in this way and I was not so convinced at the time, but when I started implementing it, it was immediately clear that this is far better than any other proposal. You don't have to learn anything new and just manipulate the objects exactly the same as you're used to, and it just feels right. Something happens in the background when transferring Blueprints, as they are still very different types of objects in the inventory and in the blueprint library, but the user is now completely shielded from this.
[h3]3) The association[\/h3]All the related user interface was assembled to look the same, in the current version, for example, to open a blueprint book as an item looks very different to opening it in the blueprint library, and it even has different functions. [h3]4) The identification[\/h3]Now we come to the new features, first of all, each blueprint tool has editable name, description and icons. For Blueprint book, upgrade planner and deconstruction planner, these icons are optional but overwrite the dynamic icons that
appear to them. This can be primarily useful for books that you just want the same preview, regardless of the currently selected plan. As names and descriptions become more important to the user, he can switch to the list view. [img] the thing that helps is that Planner now also updates related icons of drawings and bookshttps:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-356-upgrade-book.mp4[h3]5) The books in books[\/h3]It's something we wanted for a long time and it was very post-search, so now it's possible.
The maximum depth is set to 6, primarily to prevent the user interface from getting out of hand. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/733db73f8e5f6425b0737779c9e2102aeda92de.png[\/img]It's just logical, that iterating through the book content seems hierarchical now:https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-356-hierarchal-scrolling.mp4[h3]6) The tools in books and library[\/h3]Since both the planner and deconstruct planner are also kind of virtual and configurable, it just makes sense to give them
in books and blueprint the library. The preview of the book changes, when you switch between different types of objects.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-356-tools-in-books.mp4[h3]7) The copy[\/h3]Since blueprint manipulation now always moves the blueprint around, never making a copy (except for export-import solution), we really need this feature to make explicit a copy. The nice touch is that the copy is made based on the current unverified editing of the blueprint, so you can make slightly
modified versions of it quite fast.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-356-copy.mp4[h3]8) The redistribute[\/h3]My personally wanted feature. You can change the contents of the blueprints while the name, description, icons, quickbar links and positioning is preserved.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-356-reassign.mp4[h3] Building in map[\/h3]Rseding had a great timing with his feature of building blueprints directly in the game map.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-356-
blueprint-in-map.mp4These changes are being finalised and tested, so they should be available in the upcoming weeks just in time before 1.0.,commentcount:138,tags:
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{gid:2722939988699310173,clanid:12002589,posterid:76561197992105911,headline:Version 0.18.36 udgivet,posttime:1594819928,updatetime:1594819928,body:[h1][b]Gui[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Nye tips og tricks til høj opløsning. improvements to tips and tricks GUI and rocket silo statistics GUI. [\/list] [h1] [b] Graphic[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]New residues for assembly of machinery and landmines. [*] New visual effects for slowdown capsule. [\/list] [h1] [b] Changes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Modified sort order for items: Same items, but
without data, are first. Descending order of health\/Ammunition\/Shelf life. [*] Devices are now affected by the 'movement_slow_down_factor' defined in their attack parameters. [*] Slowdown capsules slowdown factor increased from 50% to 75%. [\/list] [h1] [b] Sounds[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Updated sounds for assembly of machines 1, 2, and 3. [*] New sounds for mining and eating fish. [*] New sound for spitting spawns, repairing robots. [*] New sound to throw capsules, grenades, fight robots. [*] Different levels aligned,
including new default sound settings. [\/list] [h1] [b] Bug fixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fixed that force.reset() would not clear saved research results. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86407]more[\/url] [*]Fixed deabling, renaming or destroy unreachable train stop would not cause repath of trains in NO_PATH to go to next station. [*] Fixed bonuses GUI shows duplicate entries if it was open when a research finished. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86687]more[\/url] [*]Fixed auto-launch would send rocket when there
were still empty slots for payload. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86780]more[\/url] [*]Fixed damage when sorting module summaries. [*] Fixed logistics robots would keep trying to feed the chest, which has element stacks over stack size. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86583]more[\/url] [*]Fixed devices with thread rendering disabled in object prototype would still have wires rendered in screenshots. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84288]more[\/url] [*]Fixed mine drill upgrade would disable input fluid box if
the resource was exhausted. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84248]more[\/url] [*]Fixed pause game control input did not work when in multiplayer. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86631]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that the RCON interface would sometimes send an extra empty reply. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85963]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that groups of enemies wouldn't be distracted by a player in a car or tank. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/81325]more[\/url] [*]Fixed tank icon with accidental edge.
[url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86630]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Optimizations[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Improved performance for sorting summaries. [*] Improved performance of storage highlights. [\/list] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added on_player_flushed_fluid event. [*] Added LuaPlayer::hand_location. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/65304]more[\/url] [\/list]For experimental releases, beta branch '0.18.x' under Factorio's properties in i Fakta #355 - Opdateringer med høj
opløsning,event_type:28,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1594377000,rtime32_end_time:1594380480,comment_count::159437700,rtime32_end_time:1594380480,comment_count::1594377000,rtime32_end_time:1594380480,comment_count::1594377000,rtime32_end_time:1594380480,comment_count::1594377000,rtime32_end_time:1594380480,comment_count::1594377000,rtime32_end_time:1594380480,0,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:se
meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\V435000, Facts #355 - High-resolution updates,posttime:1594377062,updatetime:1594377062,body:[i][url=https:///\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-355]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] We've updated, reworked, and redesigned many graphics, and most devices have been in high resolution for a while now. With 1.0 we try to be as \complete\ as possible. [h1] Slowdown effect [\/h1]As one of the less used elements of the game, the slowdown capsule got kind
of forgotten. The slowdown capsule has several parts - the element icon, the effect, and the animated sticker that shows on slowed enemies. We've already updated the item icon, which puts some expectation on the effect and label, which color should be. The poison capsule has already taken blue, and green or brown would be very similar to rocket or nuclear fuel in the icon, so we chose orange.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-355-slowdown-sticker.mp4It makes perfect sense also to use the
same graphics with different shades for acid tag to from spitters\/worms.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-355-acid-sticker.mp4In a way the slowdown capsule does the same for them, as they do to you, except for acid damage. Take it, nature. [h1] Crude oil resource [\/h1] Resources got high-resolution sprites for 0.15, but we didn't have time for crude oil spills. The new ones are very much the same. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/bc95574f12f536523214fd0f841c878fdef41ec6.png[\/img]
[h1]Assembly of machine scraps[\/h1]We have been waiting for leftovers to be fitted to machines as they were scheduled to have a redesign. It doesn't seem likely that we'll be able to finish the unifying machine redesign before 1.0, so we've finally given them their own specific leftovers at least. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/87851fdc96d161d708115ddebd92ac227aab4b53.png[\/img][h1]Land mine residue[\/h1]The last missing residue was the land mine, which did not have high resolution before the
icon is updated, so here it is. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/4db71ede817967f2b9c20af9a15756cba7f888ec5.png[\/img][h1]Conclusion[\/h1]With version 0.15.0, we released the first batch of high-resolution graphics for many devices. In [url=https:///\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-187]FFF-187[\/url], which announced 0.15.0 experimental and presented all the new graphics we declared:[list]\i]\Under 0.15 stabilization we will add more high resolution graphics, with the aim of doing everything. Let's see
how it goes, but look what we already have, we're confident that we can get it done sooner or later.\[\/i][\/list]You as readers of this journal may have already heard \things take longer than expected\ a few times, so \sooner or later\ is now, 3.5 years from then. There are still more graphic updates coming in the following few weeks, but that's it for the high resolution 0.18.35
udgivet,event_type:12,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1594041660,rtime32_end_time:1594045801,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197992105911,last_update_steamid:76561197992105911,event_notes:se meddelelse 0.18.35 udgivet,posttime:1594041676,updatetime:1594041676,body:[h1][b]Grafik[\/b][\/h1] [liste] [*]Høj opløsning power switch grafik. [\/liste] [h1] [b] Fejlrettelser[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Enheder af andre kræfter, der udvindes og bringes tilbage ved at
fortryde, er nu indstillet til at have spillerkraft på fortrydelsesprogrammet. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/82243]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a desync when unit group radius changed. [*] Fast, at den endelige sundhedsværdi i den beskadigede hændelse for enheden var forkert. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86411]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a performance problem with the production GUI stats. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86356]more[\/url] [*]Fixed the double slider with discrete values functionality. Afkrydsningsfeltet
[url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86417]more[\/url] [*]Fix 'Train stop names', der viser værktøjstip uden landeteror. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86448]more[\/url] [*]Fast gengivelse af rørbilleder og dækker, når væskeboksforbindelsen dækker nogle væskekasser uden rørbilleder eller covers. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86475]mere[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Gui[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Visuelle forbedringer af bonus-GUI'en. [*] Visuelle forbedringer af gui'en på selvstudiumslisten. [\/liste] [h1] [b] Underordnede
funktioner[\/b][\/h1] [liste] [*]Gps-tags er nu overfladeafhængige. [\/liste] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [liste] [*]Tilføjet on_player_clicked_gps_tag hændelse. [\/liste] You can get experimental releases by selecting the '0.18.x' beta branch under Factorio's properties in Steam.,commentcount:9,tags:
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,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:076561197996327438,event_notes:se meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\Klonan, V453000, Facts #354 - Launch party and HR power switch,posttime:1593772329,updatetime:1593772329,body:[i][url=https://\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-354]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] [h1] The launch party (Klonan)[\/h1]To celebrate the launch of the game later this summer
(only 6 more FFFs to go!), we have decided to throw a party! It will be in the same place as our 1 million sales party ([url= https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-192]FFF-192[\/url]). It takes place friday 4. 2020, at [url=https:\/\/www.zlutelazne.cz\/en\/]\u017dlut\u00e9 L\u00e1zn\u011b[\/url] here in Prag.Vi invites a lot of people to the party, such as other Czech game developers, Youtubers, and of course we will be there. As we want you (fans) to be able to come, we have some tickets for sale. The reason to
sell them, rather than give them away, is so we don't have 'messers' saying they will come when they don't intend to. You can buy a ticket [url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/release-party]here[\/url]. While the COVID-19 pandemic may be 'over' here in the Czech Republic ([url= https:\/\/www.bbc.com\/news\/world-europe-53244688]Czechs hold the 'farewell party' for the pandemic [\/url]), the reality is that the situation can change at great speed. It is likely that many will not be able to come because of travel restrictions, or
we may even have to cancel the event. Be aware of this while you consider whether you should come. We hope that everything will vote to our advantage and we look forward to meeting you. [h1] High resolution circuit breaker (V453000, Dom)[\/h1]One of the leftover devices that does not \u2019t get love of a high resolution update yet is the circuit breaker. It has waited so long most because we were \u2019t sure about its design and because it is not a very frequently used device. But after all this time we
don't have 2019t better ideas for the design, so we will change it significantly. And of course we have other higher priority items on our plate now, so reworking a rarely used device doesn't sound too pragmatic. Apart from that, the 3D source file is a mess, not surprising as it\u2019s the first thing ([url = https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/\blog\/post\/fff-102]FFF-102[\/url]) I was working on for Factorio. Back then I tried to create a texture painting system where we could paint RGB masks instead of grayscale ones, to
control multiple channels at the same time. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/5976c42be65e2100adca0da5a278e340bb8b238.png[\/img]Not only was it not so useful, as I had thought (it was more effective for me to just get used to switching between textures), but unfortunately it also caused something in blender to go wrong and the scene often goes down. Fortunately, I was able to combine forces between Blender 2.8, where I could actually paint textures, but couldn\'t2019t render, and I could do, but
not paint. If you\u2019ve has been even distant after the development of blender, your first question is enough, why don't we use 2.8 as it\u2019s been out for a long time now. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/37836f5f2aeee0a3cd8d1edaa01003516d79555555.png[\/img]Our workflow is completely specific and the early versions of 2.8 simply did not support\u2019t all the obsture features we use. On top of it all, we have a lot of tools and scripts that would probably break into 2.8, and in the end it was
so late in our development cycle that we could \u2019t just afford to be unsure of our software when 2.8 introduces all kinds of new changes. We're looking forward to switching to 2.8 after 1.0. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/cb1c414c23eed2775879ed6be6fca785c81d02.gif[\/img]Here we have a high-resolution version of the power switch, including a broken version from our leftover specialist Dominik.By the way the switch was actually one of the first units we had high resolution sprites for. I had
prepared them shortly after finishing interrupting years ago. But the way we create high resolution devices was only really established a while after that so it would \u2019t fit today more. We plan to release the updated power switch next week.,commentcount:60,tags:
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:76561197996327438 ,event_notes:see the messaging agency,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\Klonan, Facts #353 - Trailer update,posttime:1593173675,updatetime:1593173675,body:[i][url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-ing Read this post on our website[\/url][\/i][h1]Locale plan update (Klonan)[\/h1]Earlier this week I received the English proofreadings from Altagram, and in general I integrated over 500 suggestions into the game. Most were small, such as replacing \can't\ with \can't\, such a thing. It was the
exact kind of external control we really needed as it showed some areas where we were completely inconsistent. It feels like things are in a better place now, although most changes are relatively imperceptible. But it was very noticeable to our great community translators at Crowdin. When we update the English strings, the translations must be updated on Crowdin. For the last few days I've been working through the issues raised on Crowdin and there was a lot of good input on that last 1% of the changes. This
thus completes the English proofreading phase. From Monday, Altagram will begin proofreading the target languages and fill in any missing strings where necessary. This should take about 3 weeks. Since Altagram has their own translation system for their team, it is not really possible to include Crowdin in this part of the work, they will just take the content from Crowdin at the beginning of the process and after 3 weeks, push what they have back to Crowdin. So any translation work by volunteers at Crowdin for
these 3 weeks would be wasted. So we ask that if you want to report your time, save it for a while. All work done at Crowdin this weekend will be included. We have deliberately created this buffer between the English corrections and Target proofreading, so that the players on Crowdin have the opportunity to contribute before Altagram starts. After Altagram has pushed their corrections back to Crowdin, we will start the Community review part of the process. This is when the work altagram team has done is
reviewed by players and feedback given to Altagram via crowdin questions. This helps us to ensure that the terms of the translations are consistent with the established Community use and ensures that there are no contextual problems or misunderstandings. [h1] The plan for trailers (V453000)[\/h1]Recently we started working on trailers, and first of all we had to decide what exactly we want to do with them. The goal is that we will have [url = https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=DR01YdFtWFI]main trailer[\/url]
updated to the latest graphics, since it's all rendered by a Lua script. It is of course quite the same as many things have changed or been added, but we will try to match it as closely as possible as we are very happy with this iconic trailer. We are very happy with the second as well, but we won\u2019t update trailer[\/url], at least not for now. This has several reasons – mainly that it's created solely by manual screen recording, which is much more work to try to copy, and the gameplay message about it is still
relevant today. It\u2019s doesn't help that if we were to revise this trailer, we\u2019d like to make some changes\/additions to voiceover, which would mean creating a brand new voiceover, as added parts just wouldn't feel perfectly integrated. Long story short, we aim to prepare a new third trailer dedicated to releasing 1.0 instead. We believe that a special 1.0 Launch trailer will have more impact than just renovating the existing gameplay trailer, as it's more interesting to provide something fresh, tailored
specifically for its use case. Last but not least, the release of 1.0 is a major milestone and we consider it appropriate to give it its own trailer. [h1]1.0 Launch trailer preparations (V453000)[\/h1]Of course I\u2019m isn't going to spoil every detail of what will actually be in the new trailer, but there's one particular section I have so many feelings about, it\u2019s irresistible not to share them. Factorio is much more than just the result product. It's been a journey and it's been a very unique one. I think the process of
how Factorio has been created is so important to the outcome that it is worth giving it a special place in the new trailer. More specifically, this will be done by a series of clips ranging from Factorio 0.1, which switch all the way to 1.0, showing how Factorio evolved over the years. There is enough time to go through all the major versions as the trailer will be pretty short, so I reduced the selection to versions:[list][*]0.1 as \the original idea\; [*]0.6 as the \prototype\ (0.7.0 was released with FFF#1); [*]0.12 as \the
early access game\ (stable 0.12 was the first version on Steam Early Access); [*]0.18\/1.0 as the boot version\. [\/list] It is technically possible to load a save game from 0.1 in 0.18 if you go through the required intermediate-version steps. So I just started casually playing version 0.1, imagine I\u2019d just continue it in 0.6, build a bit there, then jump to 0.12, and so on... Note: none of the images below are final as the trailer is being worked on. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/7e189c61954308e09e337f1615625c4e34a57990.png\/img][i]A random factory, being built in 0.1[\/i]When I had a small factory built I started to wonder how I actually bring this to 0.6...As always, it \u2019s not so simple. While technical work, loading obviously does not handle all the changes in the game, like short generation, device sizes, or recipes ... [img] random factory being built in 0.6[\/i]I would even try to migrating after realising that would mean I'd have to show 0.18
with 0.1 short generation, and just tried to build a new factory in 0.6 and then again a new one in 0.12. This seemed like a reasonable approach, since each of the versions works completely differently, so the resulting factories should also be different, right? [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/bbc923b6e5b5b29d932013fea53bd504b2f4eb1b.png[\/img][i]A random factory built in 0.12[\/i]Not so much. Since the trailer is short and fast, it\u2019s absolutely essential to minimize confusion as much as possible.
This is why, after a few days I restarted it all, and started designing the last clip in 0.18, and going backwards, with the aim of making the factories look very a lot a lot a lot. Of course, newer save games can be loaded into older versions of the game, so I just had to take a screenshot of a factory with a grid, and try to copy it in the older version by hand. Having played each of the versions earlier at least gave me a good overview of the differences between versions and made it easier to realize what needs to be
highlighted in each. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/9879089a59a84002685406af9bcc9d9b78c885555.png\/img][i]A concept of a factory for the trailer in 0.18[\/i]When I create factories for screenshots (like FFF), I almost always use the \/editor, as things can be done very quickly that way. It wasn't necessarily a surprise that 0.12 didn't have the same editor as .18 does, but I was quite shocked to actually experience the differences. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/076cddb83f3373f4b41090a732117a41b1e625.png[\/img][i]A factory concept for a trailer in 0.12[\/i]For example, <a0></a0> console commands could not be run in the map editor, devices would get removed by X instead of normal clicking, drawings would not place real devices, the game could not be paused in short editor (making placing items on belts almost impossible), and so on. And it was\u2019t just the map editor who has got used to Cut \/Copy\/Paste, pipette and
Shift + R and so on, the game suddenly felt very clumsy to use and everything took much longer than it usually takes. I placed in short editor what I could and after putting a lot of elements in chests to build more, and spent some time playing the factory, making the science and generally making the factory run to get things moving in the final video. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/e50a72b7ce4900e1c65359719798abc94e37d.png[\/img][i]A concept of a trailer factory in 0.6 [\/i]The process became
progressively more difficult by 0.6 and 0.1, some things make me actually laugh instead of crying, or both. I\u2019m is not going to insert our complete changelog from the last 8 years, but I\u2019ll just point out a few things that really stood out. [list] [*] The old was so confusing, I could never find things in my inventory because hid in the quickbar. [*] Technologies didn't guarantee that if you unlock something, you're able to design it. No technology tree view without a search function made this even harder to find
anything. [*] Handmade crafts do not automatically craft intermediate ingredients in 0.1, which makes crafting feel much worse. [*] In 0.6, trains had to be connected to the shortcut key \Connect rolling stock\ after being built. I didn't know that was the original purpose of the shortcut key. [*] When you take a device in the cursor, it is automatically rotated to face you (just like in Minecraft) in 0.1... in a 2D game it doesn't make nearly as much sense though and I was completely confused what fore was going to exist
until kovarex explained it to me. [*] I definitely forgot to build a vertical train station anymore because the trains don't stretch in 0.12 as they do now. [*] Building rail signals and train stations is a lot of pain without the visualization helpers we have now. [\/list] [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/61fdddc41bc710d86b778477c9e563eff5b7c36c.png[\/img][i]A factory concept for the trailer in 0.1[\/i]You can see the last few screenshots to always share some parts features. This will be even better in their final
version, making video flow much better between these clips. It felt quite interesting to just play the old versions after all this time. In a way, it felt like playing another game or some spinoff. Apart from the immediately obvious differences in graphics, the central idea of mining-melting-assembly was still there, but with so many differences... Especially in the interaction, it\u2019s usually small differences, but they really add up. This really made me appreciate what we've come to so much more, and in a way remind
me that the details we've spent time on were really worth it. Eventually I got through it all and I can now record clips for the trailer. You\u2019ll be able to see them on 14th August.,commentcount:54,tags:
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[]},announcement_body:{gid:2506765302068082228,clanid:12002589,posterid:76561197992105911,headline:Version 0.18.34 [liste] [*] Fast desync relateret til ikke-deterministisk transport bælte fusionerende rækkefølge, når flere fletninger ske i samme kryds. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/79617]more[\/url] [*]Fast justering af talinputposter. [*] Fiksede at fortryde ikke fjerne dekonstruktion opgave for at fjerne ting i vejen. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/75923]more[\/url] [*]Fixed stray tooltip bug in the map
generator window. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/76640]more[\/url] [*]Fixed of saving control input related to mouse buttons 4+. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86285]more[\/url] [*]Fixed minor klipning problem. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86286]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that train fuel request were upålidelige. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/77805]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Gui[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Windows med element og antal, der skal vælges, har tæller\/bekræfte knapper deaktiveret, når elementet endnu ikke
er markeret. [*] Logistisk anmodning relateret element og tælle vinduer har nu hak skydere for 0 til 10 stakke valg. Forskellige tal, der ikke multipliceres af stakke, kan stadig skrives ind i tekstboksene. [*] Tilføjet en grænseflade mulighed for at vise både crafting og logistiske vinduer i tegnskærmen. [\/liste] You can get experimental releases by selecting the '0.18.x' beta branch under Factorio's properties in Steam.,commentcount:5,tags:
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creator_steamid:76561197992105911,last_update_steamid:76561197992105911,event_notes:se meddelelse 0.18.33 published,posttime:1593002740,updatetime:1593002740,body:[h1][b]Changes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Full English proofreading and corrections. [\/list] [h1] [b] Bug fixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fixed Train list labels cannot be read when placed in a hovering file. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/68302]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a crash when using LuaChunkIterator. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86089]more[\/url]
[*]Fixed a desync related to placing blueprint with assembliing machine with researched recipe. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86134]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Gui[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Windows with item and quantity to select, now merge into a single window and automatically double-click the item and confirm the default quantity window. Windows affected are logistics request, signal selection, and (troubleshooting tool) infinite quantity. [\/list] [h1] [b] Modding[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]All mine results of resources are forced to
be unlocked in the selection lists, even when the recipe for creating them also exists. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86021]more[\/url] [*]Added ItemPrototypeFlags::always_show, forcing the prototype to always be visible in the selection lists regardless of related recipes. [*] Added RecipePrototype::unlock_results bool (true by default). When the recipe is set to false, it does not unlock the item to appear in the selection lists. [*] Added RotatedSprite::counterclockwise bool (false by default). Set to threaten to
indicate sprites in the spritesheet is in counter clock order. [*] Added CharacterPrototype::has_belt_immunity bool (false by default). [*] Objects no longer require the order string to be specified when there is no item-to-place order. [*] Added EntityPrototype::remove_decoratives. \true\, \false\, or \automatic\. Default settings for \automatic\. [*] Added TurretPrototype::attack_target_mask and ignore_target_mask. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/86164]more[\/url] [*]Changed roboport tooltip to not show robot
recharge rate when the roboport has no charging slots. [url=https:///\/forums.factorio.com\/86202]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added LuaRecipePrototype::unlock_results read. [\/list] For experimental releases, select the beta branch '0.18.x' under Factorio's properties in Fakta #352 - Ny
hjemmeside,event_type:28,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1592563320,rtime32_end_time:1592566920,comment_count.:0,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:se meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\Sanqui, Facts #352 - New website,posttime:1592563371,updatetime:1592563371,body:[i][url=https://\\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-352]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] [h1] New website (Sanqui)
[\/h1] Over the past year you have seen the team put a lot of effort into polishing the game to get it ready for a full release. There is no doubt that this is the most important effort here: We are all here to play the game. At the same time, the website is often the first thing people encounter on 2014and in too many, return to every week! Unfortunately, until this point the appearance of our websites has been neglected. The current set of websites is a complete mishmash of styles that are not coherent and do not fit
with the look of the game. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/066274f88554364791c5388be749cb3d75492a2.png[\/img][i]Which website am I looking at again? [\/i] We set out to rework the look of our websites last year to make them harmonize with the final game. Albert and Ale \u0161 worked together to design the new website and do mockups in a process not too different from gui work in the game. Of course, web technology is another beast from something the game uses. My task was to take
mockups for each page and implement them as closely as possible (my own creative freedoms notwithstanding). [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/997c145a7fc42884d9fd2dabf6706622728b552.png[\/img][i]the process from the original page to the mockup to the new version[\/i]My approach to creating sites is conservative, and in a way reflects the philosophy we use when developing the game. The Factorio website does not use a fancy modern JavaScript framework. I'm not javascript-hater. There is
no harm in using JavaScript to make parts of the website interactive, and of course many web applications would not be possible with it. But for a website like ours, avoiding the use of bloated JavaScript frameworks helps keep everything load and do fast, and of course the website can be browsed without JavaScript as well. To get it looking right, I set out to create a CSS framework to visually mimic [url = https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-243]Factorio GUI style[\/url]. Where possible, I avoided the use of
images. This keeps the page fast and ensures that it stays sharp at all resolutions and levels of zoom. For example, the buttons match their game counterparts closely, but are made only using shadows. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/dd5c47ba5041a611a9b8c14d77d4e1cf79823.png[\/img]The only exception is the right arrow, which is simply not possible to reproduce using CSS (I!). But even then the execution is kept smooth because the graphics for it are embedded in the stylesheet. The layout of
new pages with slim grids is enabled thanks to modern CSS technologies Flexbox and CSS grid (no floats, no no at the same time, the mod portal also received the new design. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/5ae86db887aad14cd544732e5cf25a2f6510fcd.png[\/img]I also took the effort to unify login sessions between the main site and the mod portal so you no longer have to log on twice. This Friday Facts is the last time you see the current (old) style, so enjoy it while it lasts! The new website will go
live sometime next week. When the new design is out, don't forget to click on the rocket! [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/37713fa0625c9930588b247d0babaa715aad1fe.png[\/img][h1]Update of site content (Klonan)[\/h1]My part of website update went through all pages and updated content, With a page goal to generally reduce the number of pages we have, either by merging pages or just deleting pages that we no longer value. Since 1.0 is so close, I decided to just 'pretend' that 1.0 is already out,
and update the content to match it. This means that there is no mention of early access, ongoing development, roadmaps, alpha releases, etc. This allowed me to clean up quite a few of the pages, and make them much nicer and clearer. This may cause some confusion until 1.0 is actually released, but it's only 2 months away now, so that's not a big concern for me. [h3] Artwork page [\/h3]While going through Presskit, I found myself wanting to include some of the cool images that we've made over the years
that aren't really screenshots. Things like the 2020 Rocket poster, or Player and biter giving a toast the new year. At first I thought I'd just throw them in the Presskit page willy nilly and it will get them out there. We have some really nice photos that are good for things like Youtube thumbnails, Website articles and reviews, etc., so I really wanted them to be available at least somewhere. But having them only on presskit can mean that they are not really discovered for the average player or new website visitor. So I
decided to add a brand new page, Artwork page. At first I just added nice flashy posters, the 2020 rocket, GDS cover, etc., but I figured there are lots of interesting pictures we can include from the years of publishing FFFs. So I went through all the 350+ blog posts, to try to find the best pictures to put up on the page. I wanted to avoid images showing old graphics or potentially confusing \ / outdated information. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/b897e770e85cc705515e80142745db1ac79423.png[\/img]It feels like this Artwork page is a great showcase for all the work we've done over the years, and I'm really happy with how it turned out. Collecting the best images and assembling them in each page, it began to seem as if we is reaching the finish line and we will have some closure on alpha development. It's been a long journey and while we have a lot to look forward to with Factorio Factorio en del af mig føler en
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udgivet,event_type:012,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1592300700,rtime32_end_time:1592305201,comment_count:0,creator_steamid :76561197992105911,last_update_steamid:76561197992105911 ,event_notes:se meddelelse 0.18.32 published,posttime:1592300744,updatetime:1592300744,body:[h1][b]Graphic[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]New beacon graphic. [\/list] [h1] [b] Functions[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Modified liquid blending to a simpler version that only checks when most things are
built manually. [*] Added a flush fluids button to the pipe, the underground pipe and the storage tank unit GUI's. [\/list] [h1] [b] Gui[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Show only unlocked items in filter selection (storage and quickbar) and logistic\/trash requests. Other options such as signal selection\/upgrade are not affected. New interface settings (from default) bypass this and allow the player to see all items as before. [*] When you select an item from a slot that already has value, the selected value will now be highlighted with the
related tab (if applicable) selected. [\/list] [h1] [b] Bug fixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fixed a few weird pixels in the East sprites heat exchanger. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85069]more[\/url] [*]Fixed player mining animation had backpack affected by color mask. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85830]more[\/url] [*]Fixed status of mineborebor after disconnecting it from the logistics network. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85836]more[\/url] [*]Fixed massive script time usage in Wave defense scenario after
configuration changes. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85841]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that infinity GUI filters didn't list all items. [*] Fixed problem with upgrading ghost assembler with pipes. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85905]more[\/url] [*]Fixed new electric mining drill lacked integration layer. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85923]more[\/url] [*]Fixed crash when the device group is corrupted while its goto behavior is updated. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85883]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Modding[\/b][\/h1]
[list] [*]Modified definitions of beacon graphics. Graphics are now defined in graphics_set prototype property. If graphics_set is not defined, the base_picture and properties of old animations instead of limited backward compatibility are loaded. [\/list] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added LuaFluidBox::flush(). [*] Added LuaPlayer::auto_sort_main_inventory read. [\/list] For experimental releases, select the beta branch '0.18.x' under Factorio's properties in Fakta #351 - Beacon re-redesign &amp; Forenklet



væskeblanding,event_type:28,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1591960020,rtime32_end_time:1591963320,comment_count billede:0,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:se meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\V453000, Facts #351 - Beacon re-redesign &amp; Simplified liquid mixing,posttime:1591960030,updatetime:1591960030,body:[i][url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-351]Read this post on
our website. [\/url] [\/i] [h1] Beacon Redesign (V453000)[\/h1]Beacon is one of the last devices that don\u2019t has high-resolution graphics yet. In the court's most recent [url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-339]FFF-339[\/url], Albert presented the updated and redesigned Beacon. After your answers we realized some problems we had \u2019t seen with Beacon before and we have taken some time to think about it... [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/fa79200a63b5c469db45d2c0ad71006a3efe313e.png[\/img]The red tower design itself is very impressive, which gave it so many plus points that we don't focus enough on the fact that it takes too much visual attention. In this case, this happens because of aggressive red colors, the large contrasting yellow eye-like circle, the device is quite tall, and the electric beam animation. Random variations are usually useful for making devices look nicer in clumps (e.g. resources), but
not in this case, especially since other built units don\u2019t have any variations. The options to take from here would be to either update the original design, adjust the red tower, or start a new redesign. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/7f8ea72dc6aa32ad6314f9d51a49085162b04.png[\/img]Beacon is a very special device, either it appears\u2019t in a factory at all or very little, or it\u2019s everywhere. It doesn't really do anything by itself, so it doesn't really need to show much activity either. The
original design has its own problems and also saturates the screen very quickly as they are bright, also tall, and they always move, which attracts attention to the movement constantly. As for the red tower, most of the upper part would need to be removed, which is almost a complete redesign already, but parts of the hole could be reused for a new version... We chose to start a new redesign, with the design goal beacon trying to take much less attention. [h1] Beacon Redesign (V453000)[\/h1] For all that we
generally respect the idea of height, in the sense that the higher something is, the brighter it usually looks. The less important background is usually darker, while the foreground (units) are usually lighter, especially on their upper parts. The red tower was put in a hole for the most part to be able to create a really tall tower in a 3x3 demarcation box yet does not overlap the tiles above the unit too much. What could be done instead is to put the entire Beacon in a hole completely and therefore make it generally
darker and less noticeable. In this way we would change its idea from a tower to an underground electronic \ / powerful device, and try to that the effect is transmitted underground by note that a lot of the masks in the model come from Albert\u2019's redesign, which was really helpful to get the new redesign done in a reasonable time. Beacon is generally less saturated than any of the previous designs, which in turn makes it less intense, and makes it fit better in its typical habitat for concrete tiles, although it
looks fine on more natural terrain as well. While the submerged design works well in terms of making Beacon take very little attention away from manufacturer devices, there are several issues. Most importantly it does not \u2019t look like a lighthouse at first glance. As a side effect, the beacon begins to look very top-down without fighting our perspective, although it would probably be possible to resolve by changing the design significantly. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/1d16cd498328623da3a156a589300d3300ea458.png[\/img]And then a tower clawed its way back to concept to explain how the effect is transferred. Just a sleek and light tower though, without taking too much attention. The two black squares are actually module slots, and Beacon now dynamically visualizes the modules inside. This is conceptually questionable as we absolutely don\u2019t want to start a precedent for adding visible module slots to each device, but Beacon
has no use other than the modules, so we think it's an acceptable exception. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/6449ae464d21f4272777e02997f65f1f6bee4596.png[\/img]The modules take back a little more attention, but also remove some. With modules always visible, we could remove Alt mode from Beacon.That means when you turn Alt mode on, you\u2019re only see overlay change on manufacturer devices. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/01e338a37e2fdb225babb30f266191864a8688ffb.png[\/img]See how much more respite makes the assembly machines have in the screenshot above. Since alt-mode overlay isn't really useful most of the time on beacons, we can afford to eliminate this visual mess. It can of course be re-activated by mods. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/72b76812c59b86dee7dcc5a8b3d3cd6070143d.png[\/img]The modular seats are procedurally tinted, so if a mod adds custom
modules, it is only necessary to specify nuances when defining the module element without touching Beacon on all.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-351-beacon-loop.mp4It\u2019s worth mentioning that one of the reasons why, that Beacon got away without high resolution sprites for so long is because it\u2019s a late game device for generally large factories, so the player mostly looks at them while zoomed out. As you can see in the animation above, the tower has a subtle glow animation that
explains the effect transmission when zoomed in, while almost invisible when zoomed out, trying to balance between being interestingly close, non-disruptive far-fetched. The glow effect is also toned by the color defined by the module light, in fact it averages the color if two different modules are in beacon, which isn\u2019t very useful for the base game, but for some mods it could be a nice detail. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/1a66282f28d839a0005183065e927fb4e010f.png[\/img]As usual, we
plan to release the new Beacon next week. [h1] Fluid Mixing Prevention - take 9001 (Rseding91)[\/h1]The original concept of liquid mixing prevention sounded amazing: mixed fluids are (almost) never desired - so let it from happening - it's simple. This is the part where the film stops and the narrator says: \But it wasn't simple, it wasn't even close to simple...\ To keep things short I just want to say: complexity exacerbated with more complexity and an entire game built without the concept of \fluids can't mix\
meant over a year and a half later there are still parts that can't be handled\gracefully\. When the concept was first talked about it seemed ... Out. Mixing fluids is not desired - and the solution is to full-stop prevent it? But let the 'take the same solution' and try to apply it to something else: belts. Mixing belt content is (mostly) not desired (people have gone full crazy and made setups around it... but it's a different story). So what if the game tried to stop you from mixing belt content? That sounds crazy to me. But it
happens: belts get mixed and it's not as big a problem as fluids get mixed - why is it? Because there is a quick and easy way to solve the problem: just 'hoover up' the elements from the belt and its fixed. There is no quick and easy way to repair mixed fluids - you have to pull up the entire length of the tube to get it all out. Even if you don't mix fluids - but just get the wrong one in a tube - it's still a huge pain to fix. This idea isn't new - it was talked about back when fluid-mixing-prevention started - but it was
recently brought up again and we decided to give it a try: simple fluid mixture prevention. Just try to deal with the most common cases - manually building things - and in the more complex cases, where mixing can happen, provide a quick and easy way to fix it: a button to flush all of a given liquid from pipes.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-351-fluid-flush.mp4This new simplified system will be ready for release next week so you can give it a try and let us know what you 0.18.31
udgivet,event_type:12,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1591787760,rtime32_end_time:1591792201,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197992105911,last_update_steamid:76561197992105911,event_notes:se meddelelse 0.18.31 published,posttime:1591787769,updatetime:1591787769,body:[h1][b]Graphic[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]New electrical mining drilling graphics. [*] Tweaked electric mining drill icon to be a bit more colorful. [\/list] [h1] [b] Child functions[\/b][\/h1] [list]
[*]Hover over the circuit network in the object circuit window now displays a tooltip with the network content of the circuit. [*] Added experimental color filters graphics option to try to improve availability for color blind players. [*] The 'show-time-usage' troubleshooting option now 'line wraps' if it cannot be on the screen vertically. [\/list] [h1] [b] Bug fixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fixed crash when merging force that contained device groups. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85549]more[\/url] [*]Fixed character preview is
empty when the character is in a vehicle. [*] Fixed script error when trying to load old PvP save games. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85713]more[\/url] [*]Fixed setting vehicle driver\/passenger to an offline player would crash the game. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85572]more[\/url] [*]Fixed 4. noise.terrace function parameter was interpreted as constant number but was used as noise program register index. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85710]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a problem with modded entities
having an electric output flow limit of 0. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84963]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that furnace recipe auto-selection didn't work correctly with temperature ranges. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85561]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that LuaUnitGroup could be used while in a invalid destroyed state. [*] Fixed button for selecting signal or number would not switch from number to signal with left click. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85766]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Modding[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Modified definitions
of mining graphics. Graphics are now defined by work visualizations contained graphics_set and wet_mining_graphics_set prototype properties. If graphics_set is not defined, the old animation property loads instead of limited backward compatibility, but ignores other old graphics properties. [*] Mods can now be loaded from folders with the name of mod, but no version number. [*] Added color_filters to utility constants. [*] Input liquid box with connection set to output or input output will not have volume forced
down by recipe liquid ingredient amount. [\/list] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added LuaSurface::show_clouds read\/write. [*] Added LuaPlayer::stashed_controller_type read. [*] Added LuaBootstrap::register_on_entity_destroyed(). [*] Added on_entity_destroyed incident fired after a device registered with LuaBootstrap::register_on_entity_destroyed() is corrupted. [\/list] You can get experimental releases by beta branch '0.18.x' under Factorio's properties in i Fakta #350 - Electric minedrift bore
redesign,event_type:28,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1591358220,rtime32_end_time:1591361580,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:se meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\Ernestas, Facts #350 - Electric mining drill redesign,posttime:1591358245,updatetime:1591358245,body:[i][url=https://\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-350]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] [h1] Electrical
mining drill redesign (Ernestas &amp; V453000)[\/h1]The electric mining drill is one of the older designs still in the game and we've had our eye on it for a long time as a candidate for redesign. We would have loved to rework the mining drill in 0.15 when we added high resolution graphics and tube patch to it, but we had many nuclear related graphics to do for 0.15, so we just did the minimum necessary and postponed the full redesign. Now was finally the time we could unleash Ernestas on it. [h3] The old
design[\/h3]The most problematic aspect we see is the faint radial animation, which is more like gently harvesting a field, rather than aggressively mining and destroying the planet. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/6623be4a6112761a6307a3e974ed3d79d94565d0.gif[\/img]The original mine drilling is also very flat as a top-down square. In general, we try to avoid square units like the plague, as they tend to look dissolved with the world because they don\u2019t try to hide that their perspective is \u2019t
correct. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/fa48e263bffe1cc221eb25ba73803bed8916bc34.png[\/img]The pipe patch for uranium ore mining makes the drill look like another unit as it is massive compared to the ultra lightweight drill. Now that we can account for the tube patch from the start of the design process, we can make it better integrated. [h3] The new design[\/h3]The drill bit is the part that performs the action and is therefore the most important property of the object. We spent several repetitions
trying to find the right shape for it first. We tried a tricone, four metal exercises, a cone shaped drill bit, and none of them worked. For the most part, the problem was visibility or too much detail, which got even worse while drilling. Having a small pixel area is what usually limits us on what we can create, and also things need to be recognizable from far away. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/6a74559b4526293449df98f8bf04d115b.png[\/img]By trying different options, we chose to use a similar solution
for the burner's mining drill as it is already established in the Factorio language. It makes it clear that the miners are a family of units. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/b512a04cb777560d83393de1d453145724733bdf.png[\/img]The old animation had a great advantage - it could non-stop and move around the collision box to look like it\u2019s harvested from different tiles. With the new construction of the drill, it has to lift to move around. However, the drill can emit resources even when the drill is lifted,
so we have added a LED and a tintable layer of resources dropped to the end, end, clearly when the drill is in working mode. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/e6d0540679eb94ea6051f04f57ebb8e9e76b01c6.png[\/img]Since the movement of the exercise is procedural, and Ernestas was smart about optimizing the spritesheet space, we can save a lot of VRAM compared to the original mining drill (about 40MB). We considered a lot more additional animations, but it would multiply the VRAM
requirements too much or it would become too procedural and too complicated to implement. The resource layer, pipe content and smoke emitted by the drill are all tintable layers specified by resources, making it very dynamic and counter-friendly. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/f3b6b1c5920af81a8a8e59a177d436824793ca11.png[\/img]The remnants ignore rotations but have 4 variations. Typical mining fields usually use only 2 rotations anyway, so this way it always looks a bit nicer.
[url=https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-350-07-remnants fullsize.png] [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/0d85378114caf0fb5514d9413ea947ce31b31b68.png[\/img][i]Click to view full resolution[\/i][\/url]The sound of the drill has also been updated. Unfortunately factorio does not support multiple working sounds per device, which also means that we can \u2019t synchronize sounds with the animation. So Ian had to invent a sound that would work nonstop. Since there is almost always more
than one mining drill working, it should be fine.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-350-08-new-drill-animation.mp4We were finishing the mining drill in the last few weeks so we couldn't release it with the new icons. We didn't want to create a new icon for the old design and found it to be a cute little hint that the redesign is coming. Hopefully the confusion why the new icon looks completely different to the entity will be cleared up next week when we release the redesign presented in this
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[*]Opdateringer til mini-selvstudier. [*] Nye beskrivelser til mini-tutorial liste. [\/liste] [h1] [b] Funktioner[\/b][\/h1] [liste] [*]Tilføjet understøttelse for manuelt at angive flere stier via config.ini [sti]-filen. 'gemmer', 'scenarier', 'mods', 'arkiv' og 'script-output' [\/list][h1][b]Fejlrettelser[\/b][\/h1] [liste] [*]Faste filtre med vælg elem-knap respekteres ikke, når du klikker på knappen med et element i hånden. [\/liste] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [liste] [*]Tilføjet LuaEntityPrototype::grid_prototype læst. [\/liste] You can get experimental
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,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:se meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\Klonan, Rseding, Facts #349 - 1.0 plan,posttime:1590757452,updatetime:1590757452,body:[i][url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-349]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] Hey, today we have some great news. [h1] 1.0 Plan (Klonan)[\/h1]I [url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-321]FFF-321[\/url] we announced a release date for version 1.0. Given
recent events, we have decided to make a change to the date of 1.0.The new date we are aiming for is Friday August 14, 2020, which is 5 weeks earlier than the original date. The main reason for changing the release date is the release of Cyberpunk 2077.In January this year, CD Project Red [url=https://\/\/twitter.com\/CD PROJEKTRED\/status\/1217861009446182912]announced a delay[\/url] to the release of Cyberpunk 2077, to September 17th, 1 week before our Factorio 1.0 launch. We think any release
close to such a monumental game will feel some negative effects, such as all playing and covering Cyberpunk and taking attention away from other games. So we thought it was best to try release either before Cyberpunk or some time after that. Given the two choices, we chose to bring out the release date. There are several reasons why we choose to release earlier:[h3]Studied Target[\/h3]When we announced the date ([url=https:///\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-321]FFF-321[\/url]), we had plans for many
things to be in the final version. The main topics were the new campaign, floating algorithm improvements, and the full GUI rewrite. For independent reasons, we have canceled the new campaign ([url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-331]FFF-331[\/url]), postponed the floating improvements, and cut a lot of the aspects of GUI rewrite ([url= https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-348]FFF-348[\/url]). [h3] Staying on schedule [\/h3]Apart from defining some features, the other work we've done has evolved
at a good pace. The 0.18 experimental release structure ([url= https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-314]FFF-314[\/url]) really helps keep things on track. The original estimate was made with some admission for delays that \things always take longer than expected\. Well for the last 6 months, most things haven't taken longer than expected and we've been finishing topics quite effectively. [h3] The sooner the better [\/h3] The general feeling in the office is that the game is largely done and that we want to get it
released as soon as possible. The sooner we get some closure on version 1.0, the sooner we can start thinking about fun and exciting new things. So because of the simultaneous occurrence of canceling several major features, we can afford to bring out the release date. To be clear, we do not cancel or postpone any functions because of Cyberpunk's release date. This new release date gives us 10 weeks, and from this point until Friday, August 14, Aug. the main focus of the team is to complete the game,
update the trailer and prepare marketing materials. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/472324206be7e6178fba1eed6d9be1037404.png[\/img][h1]Locale plan and Locale freeze (Klonan)[\/h1]Part of completion of the game comes in the completion of community translations of the game. For a long time we have been using [url=https:\/\/crowdin.com\/project\/factorio]Crowdin[\/url] to purchase all the translations. Crowding has worked really well and is deeply integrated into our workflow ([url =
https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-48]FFF-48[\/url]). However, some languages are not 100% covered and there has been no overall proofreading. Therefore, we chose to look for a professional translation company that could help fill in the gaps and document everything. We specifically needed a company that will work through Crowdin, as the community there has many years of experience with the game, and the system will not need any leadership on our side. After consulting with many companies and
many other game developers for their thoughts, we have decided to partner with [url = https:\/\/altagram.com\/]Altagram[\/url], based in Berlin, Germany.With the final GUI update complete, we have frozen country countries, which means no more additions or changes (as much as is reasonable). There will be a proofreading of the English source texts, and then a proofreading of all target languages. For absolute clarity, Altagram has detailed the plan and process from their perspective:[list][i]When we get the
green light that society has completed their contribution to the translations in Crowdin, we \u2019ll begin proofreading the English source text to offer any grammar or stylistic improvements, as needed. Once the English are polished, we start proofreading for the secondary languages. Linguists, who are all gamers themselves and game localization experts, will work their magic to ensure that the target language is as true to the source text as possible, to ensure that every player in Factorio, regardless of the
language they play in, will have the same experience. Some things that linguists will check when proofreading the target language are: To ensure that the text itself, especially all in-game terms, is consistent throughout; that spelling and grammar are correct; and that the translations have the same meaning and emotion as intended. Once we have offered our proposal, the texts will be sent back to the community for their final approval before they are implemented in the game. [\/i] [\/list] From now until the 1.0
release, Locale freeze essentially means that we only work on items that do not require new strings, such as bug fixes, new graphics, sound design, etc.[h1]Prototype Explorer GUI\/Prototypes GUI (Rseding)[\/h1][h3]Inspiration[\/h3]Factorio has a lot and tools developed it over the years. Some of them are used extensively (show FPS\/UPS) and others, we wonder how we've ever done without (GUI style inspection tooltip). Each one of them was added for a purpose, and then ended up providing far more utility
than its original purpose. With that in mind and because they also end up being a lot of fun (for me); I was working on fixing a problem I found with GUI style inspection tooltip logic and thought to myself: wouldn't it be nice to have something like this for all prototypes in the game? Is it even something I could do realistically? How would it look, how would it handle all the nesting that's happening... but it sounded funny. And then I decided to see, what utility such a thing could have:[list][*]Find out if a mod has
tweaked or changed something – or if it should and should not (common in modded bug reports and under counter development)[*] Provide a place to extract information that the game does not show anywhere else (not everything is exposed through against the API, and it is unrealistic to expect someone to remember the entire API)[*] Link from game concepts to the wiki that explains more about them. [\/list] The list of benefits seemed worth at least tinkering with the idea. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/e248026ca17540353e2dec595df314d5abbf9109.png[\/img][h3]Technical design[\/h3]The first part I needed to find out was - how would I get everything shunted into a GUI. Factorio is written in C++ and C++ does not have reflection. There is no easy way to say \for all the variables this thing has, do this\. Really the only way to get everything covered is to send every thing to the GUI. It is not pretty, but we also do not make changes to prototypes often at this stage of
development. In addition, if something is \wrong\ does not cause crashes\/errors; it's an easy solution that anyone can do. A lot of boring writing later that part was covered. [h3] Nothing is ever easy or simple[\/h3]For each thing to display: display the name, display the value, display the type. It sounded simple, but it never is. [list] [*] The type can be incredibly detailed and or just useless to a human being: what does it even mean? \class std::basic_string,class std::allokator &gt;\ (it's a string...) [*] The value can be
huge - so collapsing should be created [*]The value can be a series of something, so \empty\ must appear for empty arrays [*]Arrays of things with 1 value really just need to show 1 value [*]Optional things must show \empty\ when they are not set [*] Some things will link to another thing, so connecting needs to be create [*]All this must work at any nesting level [\/list]But it is Factorio and the Polish is what makes it nice to use. I don't regret any of that. [h3] Wiki connects [\/h3]Near the early stages of development
I decided that the way to convey to anyone who uses this what some \type\ is and how it is meant to be used is is display the wiki page about it. The wiki has very detailed information about a lot of what this was supposed to show, and it only seemed logical to exploit it. But I did not want to hard-code links ... that never ends well. My idea: a page on the wiki that provides a mapping of game type-&gt; wiki URL. The game would download mapping, and when it filled out the GUI, if it found a type that existed in the
mapping it would link it to the wiki. Bilka quickly got the wiki side of it up. The game page ... \nothing is ever easy or simple \. [list] [*] I didn't want to download the wiki page every time the GUI opened - it would be a waste [*] I didn't want to download the wiki page every time the game was launched - the page wouldn't change often and so would be waste [*]But the page still needed to be redownloaded when it changed [*] I didn't want the game to pause, while download ran [*]It should be guilt tolerant (not
everyone has an Internet connection, or can even say that the page will download correctly)[\/list]And then, a simple \link type to wiki\ turned into:[list][*]It remembers the last time the downloaded wiki page and what revision ID was [*]It only tries to download the ID the first time one of the GUI's opened [*]If the audit ID changed or it has not mapped locally , it tries to download the latest wiki mapping [*]If the download succeeds, it saves it for the next time and fills out GUI's links [*]If any of this doesn't log what
went and silently continues to run (this is an internet after all, random errors are expected)[*] It all happens in a background thread, then the game doesn't pause while this logic \[/list]And it all works perfectly. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/ecf466b7b256c8a60dad3ce478bd98765d27d65b.png[\/img][h1]Native Lua Serialization (Boski)[\/h1]Last week I was requested by Rseding to see, how could we implement a stateful Lua table iterator, since we often repeat over Lua tables from the C++ side, and
this operation is slow. This forced me to learn some internals of Lua and how it stores tables. Up to this point, when a card was saved and lua state had to be serialized, we used serpent.dump (from snake library) to convert the variable called global into a string on the Lua page and then take it out and save it in save. Since going through lua tables from the C+ + page happened to be quite easy, I have decided to conduct, for an experiment - a native Lua serialiser. This allowed us to completely jump using
serpent.dump and instead save them directly. My main goal was to reduce the loading time since in the old format the stored data was a string that Lua had to analyze and execute. As was noted later (not by me), saw speed improved a lot due to the fact that no Lua operations performed during save, pure traversal over data to save in a linear time. For For I was using a save file that has quite a bit of script data in it (script.dat is about 60MB), the result is the average over 3 test runs. [list] [*] Saving:[list][*]Old =
285,429s[*]New = 2.847s[\/list][*]Loading:[list][*]Old = 47,034s[*]New = 22,755s[\/list][\/list]These values also include some optimizations implemented by Rseding.Changing the serialiser after. serpent.dump serialized Lua features stored in globals. They were officially not supported by us anyway, but some mods used them \since they seem to work\. With the new serialiser I have decided not to implement it at all due to its complexity and inherent limitations (closures were broken anyway). This broke some mods
(even some base game scenarios), but it's pretty easy to fix. A further consideration we had was if it should fail to save when there are Lua features in the global under store, or should it silently delete them (as happens with metatables). The first approach was considered to be the best to quickly capture all non-compliant mods, but later we decided that deleting them on save (and providing some info in the log file) was better because a migration was almost impossible due to a base game migration for 0.18.28,
requesting to reload all script that as a side effect: saves Lua mode, which would interrupt saving immediately due to Lua features still in globals.,commentcount:134,tags:[mod_reviewed,ModAct_939274514_1590772474_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:22827086832637061
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released,event_type:12,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1590684060.rtime32_end_time:1590688801,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:765611979921059111,last_update_steamid:765611979921059111,event_notes:see message 0.18.28 udgivet,posttime:1590684121,updatetime:1590684121,body:[h1][b]Gui[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Mindre visuelle ændringer og rettelser til præstations- og selvstudierelaterede forklædninger. [\/liste] [h1] [b] Fejlrettelser[\/b][\/h1] [liste] [*]Fast, at
ændring af scriptområder og positioner via korteditoren i multiplayer, da klienten ikke fungerede korrekt. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85308]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a crash when clearing logistic requests. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85323]more[\/url] [*]Fixed some styles being defined twice in style.lua. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85337]more[\/url] [*]Fast alarm for antallet af følgererobotter vises ikke korrekt. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85313]more[\/url] [*]Fast container gui viser ikke logistikfiltre
korrekt i store containere. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85338]more[\/url] [*]Fixed wrong open\/close sound for chemical plant. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85315]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Modding[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Tilføjet understøttelse for at afspille en lyd, når du åbner rullemenuer gennem opened_sound. [*] Forbedret ydeevne med op til 2,5 x, når spillet skal gentage Lua borde på C + + side. [*] Forbedret lagring\/indlæsningsydeevne for mod-scriptdata. [\/liste] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [liste] [*]Lua-
funktioner er nu udtrykkeligt ikke tilladt i scripttabellen 'global'. [*] Tilføjet LuaSurface::generate_with_lab_tiles læse\/skriv [*]Tilføjet LuaEntity::mine(). [\/liste] You can get experimental releases by selecting the '0.18.x' beta branch under Factorio's properties in Steam.,commentcount:14,tags:
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[],votes_up:357,votes_down:0,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1634166237645658664,gidfeature2:2282708683260593260,clan_steamid_original:103582791441523997},{gid:2183628858170049645,clan_steamid:103582791441523997,event_name:Version 0.18.27 released,event_type:12,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1590511920,rtime32_end_time:1590516001,comment_count:0,creator_steamid :76561197992105911
,last_update_steamid:76561197992105911,event_notes:se meddelelse 0.18.27 published,posttime:15905111931,updatetime:1590511931,body:This is update containing large amount potentially against breaking changes. If you play heavily modded games, you can choose 0.18.26 beta branch explicitly for few days until your mods get updated. We apologize for your inconvenience. [h1] [b] Graphic[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]New high-resolution icons for all items. [*] New sprites for some equipment grid items. [\/list] [h1]
[b] Gui[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Logistic coffins have a different layout. [*] Visual improvements to the equipment grid. [*] Minor visual enhancements to most of the game's GUI's. [*] Minor layout changes to the GUI of Combinators, programmable speaker, Circuit and logistic connection windows, Rocket silo. [*] Added a close button to most game windows. [\/list] [h1] [b] Sounds[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]New sounds for GUI interactions. [*] New sounds for game interactions, such as pipette, rotate device, build ghost, mine ghost,
change gun. [*] Updating work sounds for many devices, such as [*] New work audio for rocket silo. [*] New sound for night vision equipment, discharge defense equipment. [*] New tiles build sounds for landfill, concrete, stone brick and refined concrete. [\/list] [h1] [b] Changes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Increased number of logistic filters for requesting and buffering chests from 12 to 30. [\/list] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Modified script.raise_event() to allow only mod-created events and specific game events. [*]
Changes() script.raise_event changed to validate all mandatory fields for the given event that is being raised. [*] Added event filters to script-created revive, destroy, and create events. [*] Modified event error so that error raise_event is correctly blamed on against errors. [*] Changed raise_event to match the default event order. [*] All game events that support filters are now filtered correctly, regardless of how they were raised (raise_event or actual game event). [\/list] For experimental releases, select the beta
branch '0.18.x' under Factorio's properties in Fakta #348 - Den endelige GUI-opdatering,event_type:28,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1590163560,rtime32_end_time:1590166560,comment_count:00,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:7656119796327438,event_notes:se meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\V45300, Twinsen, Ian, Facts #348 - The final GUI update,posttime:1590163611,updatetime:1590163611,body:[i]
[url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-348]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] It has been [url={STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/8bb7e57e48f55709d11075a50d1da0652e79716f.png] over 4 years since we planned the infamous GUI update [\/url]. If all goes well, next week the game will get the last major GUI update to 1.0. While the state of gui is not close to our crazy plans we recently had for GUI, it's above what we originally planned 4 years ago. Den opdatering, du vil se i næste uge indeholder:
[liste][*]En visuel opdatering til over 100 spil-GUI'er[\/*][*]Nye ikoner med høj opløsning for alle spilelementer (synlig både i GUI og i verden)[\/ *][*]Ny GUI-lyd for de fleste interaktioner[\/*][\/list][h1]Ikoner med høj opløsning (V453000)[\/h1][h3]Planerne[\/h3]Lidt mere end et år siden Albert havde sendt to gange ([url = https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-290]FFF-290[\/url ] og [url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-291]FFF-291[\/url]) om vores tanker, eksperimenter, og planer om at oprette ikoner med
høj opløsning. Factorio has a ridiculous amount of elements and things that need icons, which in itself means that it\u2019s a lot of work to rejudge them. I haven't worked on the new icons non-stop for a year as there were other more pressing tasks to be done sometimes, but they still took a large amount of time to do. As Albert mentioned earlier, we also wanted to create more mipmaps per icon to control scaling better than letting the engine rescale icons with crazy volumes, but it could multiply the amount of
images needed for astronomical numbers... [h3] The process [\/h3]Since we were very well aware of the amount of work that the icons would require, we tried to create an efficient workflow first and it paid off a lot of time. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/42c5ec53490bdec9b9da730fa1835c95024a352.png[\/img]A fairly simple Blender start scene for standardizing output paths and basic startup settings was a good start, but the part that saved my sanity was a python script, which automatically creates
mipmaps from given input images, and downscales images from the nearest available higher resolution if an input is missing. And automatically puts mipmap in the game, provided that file names are correct. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/9838d48a1ceee476724c3a6e95d944fac4d881c2.png[\/img]This is huge because it means I could create the highest resolution image first and immediately put it in the game and see if it conceptually works. Whenever I would consider the highest resolution good
enough, I could just scale down each of the decisions manually in Photoshop and paint the extra necessary edits they would require. [img] best is that mipmaps were not really extra work they were were a lifeguard. Creating a high resolution icon that tries to be readable, looks good, represents what it should and does it all in any scaling level, can make iteration really difficult, as by changing a pixel in the image can introduce problems in completely unknown zoom levels. It feels rewarding for \trying to do things
right\ when a solution that we originally thought is more properly out, but potentially more work, is actually more proper looking and less work in the end. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/3e1f20b6c1f9a89d21d54b44002cfd59f7ec9b0.png[\/img][h3]Result[\/h3][img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/7e2ef6e58494c77e0a7c9b6f6c1ff504623da4fd.png[\/img]Some icons have been around for years and the devices represented, has changed, but the icons have not. Because of this and many other
reasons, some icons will take some getting used to as they look different now. As an advantage of working on the icons on and off for more than a year, I also got to play the game with them during the year and I've gotten used to them already. [url=https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-348-icons-1-fullsize.png] [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/eee9d547a75e4ca2845c326c849010bc92851a8c.png [\/img][i]Click to view full-resolution[\/i][\/url]Because we have updated the GUI to drag high
resolution with GUI scales as 200%, the item icons suddenly have too low resolution, so we needed to update the icons. That\u2019s what I thought at first, but when I started to see high-resolution icons in the game (on belts, assembly machines, trucks, on map markers, and everywhere else...) I realized how much influence the new icons actually have. Please don't get used to the more revolutionary icons first, but let us know about problematic cases – reworking all icons is a gigantic project, but redoing
individual icons can be very fast and done silently without breaking any mods. That\u2019s what we\u2019ve been doing in almost every major release after all.\u200b[h1]The GUI style update (Twinsen)[\/h1]As mentioned in [url=https:///\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-338]FFF-338\/url], the plan was to complete the transition of styles, solve obvious issues and low hanging fruits, and try to get everything at a uniform level of quality to 1.0. Although it did] In the game you will notice that some layouts (such as
logistic containers) were improved, broken layout (such as car \ / tank inventory) was provided, plus about a hundred small things like better tiles, better margins and upholstery, proper centering of some items, etc. Here are some examples of what you want to see. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/cb89cfe974d012612b4f3dc821b67708fac1fa85.png[\/img]About the fact that we took 4 years, it is partly because (as is probably quite common in games dev) we underestimated the complexity of the GUI.
on top of that some disorganization disorganization a constantly growing and changing scope, and you get a project that never finishes. So finally I decided to put my foot down, call it good enough and say no to the constant stream of changes. This means that it is not just good news. It doesn't look like the Blueprint Library will be getting an update before 1.0, currently making it a very low-hanging fruit as far as the GUI is concerned. Such a great update comes with some mod breaking changes, mostly related
to changed Lua styles. To help modders in fixing mods as quickly as possible and also improve their styles to get them to look closer to the base game, I made a long post in [url= https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/viewtopic.php?p = 492101 # p????? &gt;breaking of change against changing subject[\/url]. We originally intended to remove the old ]After it is released, let us know what you think in the release post, or report any errors you find on [url= https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/viewforum.php?f =7] bug
forum[\/url].\u200b[h1]Equipment grid improvements (Twinsen)[\/h1]Meanwhile, Ondra worked on some improvements to the network equipment. As part of the update icon, this also includes some new graphics for the equipped sprites themselves. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/5e2c9cb3931ffb375179952a520f2c1fddeb4471.png[\/img][h1]UI sound effects (Ian)[\/h1]As I mentioned in a recent post ([url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-341]FFF-341[\/url]), I've mostly worked on UI sounds. My
approach has been to get over the tactile feel of the buttons, plus appropriate feedback for a particular action. But sometimes you don't really know, before the rest of the team has heard them.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-348-gui-sounds.mp4After prototyping ghost building for example, I thought I had a set of sounds that worked, but Vaclav gave me the valuable feedback that they were too much like 'in the world' SFX and needed to be more electronic. This makes sense, since building with
ghosts really sends an instruction to the robots. We also have sounds for rotating devices, which is something you've asked for. It provides a bit of useful and fun feedback, which could be useful if you hit the 'R' key by mistake when you thought to open your inventory.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-348-ui-sounds.4In the case of night vision equipment, I started making a subtil whoosh type sound, but Klonan suggested something more like 'wind up' sound in Splinter Cell, so I made a kind of
homage to that using a mixture of a rising synth sound and an electrical contact effect.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-348-nightvision.mp4I asked Posila if we could play another building sound for tipping. Once this was done I spent a whole day creating and test a variety of sounds, be careful to balance the levels between the effects and the subtle subtle behind it. I felt that they work so well that when Vaclav asked me to look at changing the concrete tile sounds, I used a similar approach, and
that the mechanic also feels much more satisfying now.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-348-landfill.mp4Val has been working on more variety for the different sizes of enemies, plus some new sounds to go on rails. From now on it will be mostly final mix adjustments, including final music mastering and making the entire soundtrack uniformly a bit higher. [h1] G2A resolution (Klonan)[\/h1]Back in [url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-303]FFF-303[\/url], we talked about our thoughts on the gray
market websites and more specifically about G2A's promise to pay back 10x the lost money for reversals. Well it's been a long time, but we're happy to say that we've reached the end of the story. You can read the press release from G2A [url=https://\//www.g2a.com\/news\/latest\/g2a-vows-to-pay-devs-10x-the-money-proven-to-be-lost-on-chargebacks\/]here[\/url] and the interview with GamesIndustry.biz [url=https:\/\/www.gamesindustry.biz\\/articles\/2020-05-20-g2a-and-wube-software-settle-usd40-000-
reversal-dispute]here[\/url]. In short, G2A has confirmed that 198 of the ~300 Steam keys we had recorded from fraudulent purchases were sold on the G2A platform and they have kept their promise and have sent us 10x reversal fees (which was roundabout $20 an order). That's pretty much it. The G2A was completely open during the discussions and we have no doubt about the results they have produced. We still do not recommend buying Factorio from unofficial sources and there is no ongoing relationship
or agreement with G2A after this. I'd like to thank the team members at G2A who put in the effort to try to close this topic, even though there are more pressing concerns at the moment for all of us.,commentcount:145,tags:[mod_reviewed,ModAct_939274514_1590171477_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:2252308752465717797,event_gid:218362885815451199,votecount:17
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347]more[\/url]) [\/list] [h1] [b] Changes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Ed a search bar to the gui mod settings. [\/list] [h1] [b] Bug fixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fixed a crash when ghosts were built up by the device that were immediately invalidated by the script. [*] Fixed the choose-elem button elem_type \signal\ did not show special signals. [url=https://\//forums.factorio.com\/84877]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that furnaces required module slots to bet. [url=https://\\/forums.factorio.com\/84337]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that some select-a-thing GUI's
didn't have bars search. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84907]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that LuaEntity::revive({raise_revive=false}) would still raise the revive event. [*] Fixed a crash when he tried to repeat game.forces with the maximum number of forces created. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85053]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a desync related to quickly replace modded beacons. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/85037]more[\/url] [*]Fixed performance problem with initialization of huge Lua arrays that can cause loading
of some modded saves that take forever. [url=https:///\/forums.factorio.com\/84794]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Modding[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added item flag \draw-logistic-overlay\. [*] Added support to play a sound when a robot deconstructs something through utility constants \deconstruct_robot\. [\/list] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added on_force_reset called when LuaForce::reset() is run. [*] Added remove_colliding_entities and remove_colliding_decoratives parameters to LuaSurface::set_tiles(). [*] Added
LuaSurface:::get_script_area, edit_script_area, add_script_area, remove_script_area, get_script_position, edit_script_position, add_script_position, remove_script_position. [*] Added 'elem_filters' on the select-elem button LuaGuiElements to control what options are displayed in the picker GUI. [*] Added 'crafting-category' filter to EntityPrototypeFilters. [*] Added 'has-ingredient liquid', 'has-ingredient element', 'has-product-fluid', 'has-product-item' filters for RecipePrototypeFilters that can accept an embedded set
of FluidPrototypeFilters or ItemPrototypeFilters. [*] Added 'place-result', 'burnt result', 'place-as-tile', 'placed-as-equipment-result' filters for EntityPrototypeFilters, each of which can accept an embedded set of filters. [*] Added the 'name' filter for EntityPrototypeFilters, FluidPrototypeFilters, and ItemPrototypeFilters that accept either a single name or a list of names to be accepted, similar to LuaSurface::find_entities_filtered. [\/list] For experimental releases, select the beta branch '0.18.x' under Factorio's properties
in Fakta #347 - Nyt håb demo niveauer,event_type:28,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1589550600,rtime32_end_time:1589553600,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:se meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\Klonan, Facts #347 - New hope demo levels,posttime:1589550612,updatetime:1589550612,body:[i][url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-347]Read this post on our website.
[\/url] [\/i] [h1] New hope demo levels (Klonan)[\/h1]A few weeks ago we discussed the changes to demo and tutorial in the game ([url = https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-342]FFF-342[\/url]). One piece of feedback we received after the announcement of the news was on the old 'New Hope' campaign levels, and specifically 'Abandoned rail base\/Broken rail map'. It seems a lot of you in the community really [i] really [\/i] enjoyed the new hope campaign levels, and several of the team here share the same
feelings. After we scrapped plans for a new campaign and returned to the old demo, we had initially rejected the idea of reviving the New Hope campaign... But because of the popular demand ... We have decided to bring back the favorites, the first 2 levels of the new hope campaign. This time, however, they will also be included in the demo version of the game. This represents a very significant increase in the possibilities of demo, increase demo content to include research, red science, green science, trains,
and more. These levels should be ready for release within a week (but no promises). [h3] Level 04 - Science and Automation[\/h3]This mission is a continuation of demo mission 03, where you build radars to scan the surrounding areas. You start with a small factory that is already in operation. The radar detects a distress signal and you need to build a car to get there in time before the signal dissipates. This level introduces labs and science packages, as well as providing the first taste of [in] real [\/i] automation.
[img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/631381f1bfe70a162320e45a1a376a6ce33361f.jpg[\/img]At the end of the level, pack your supplies in your car and drive out to find the distress signal before it disappears forever. [h3] Level 05 - Abandoned railway base[\/h3]This level starts with you pulling up to the base, but you arrived too late and the base is already destroyed. Your goal is to restore scientific production and rebuild the rail network. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/9bd6dc560cc288a325ddea565ce6591e45c3c85.jpg[\/img]After rebuilding the railroad and mine outposts, you must produce a large number of materials to complete the level. At the end of the level, there is an announcement that this is the end and we would recommend playing Freeplay next. [h3] What's new? [\/h3] The most important work over the last weeks has been to bring the old maps up to date with modern Factorio. For example, now that we have more specific
remnants, the destroyed bases really look much nicer. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/ae5164c3258fa78af3fe9872ccb056a4295d473.jpg[\/img]Also we have made a great effort to update and short generation to make use of the new terrains, cliifs, and most effective ... [h1] Replacing terrain in a map (V453000)[\/h1]The original abandoned rail base level was nice, but it aged with all the changes in terrain generation that happened since. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/26b2f1251cc5613bd6188bb2039882a628a544.png[\/img]The goal is to recreate gameplay at the original level but replace the terrain with modern, including decoratives and rocks. The most gameplay-defining elements are devices and water on the map. Cliffs would be so good, but they did \u2019t exist when this level was introduced. Tiles and decoratives we\u2019ll just replace, and trees we\u2019re will try to get close enough. Of course, a lot of things like pollution
absorption numbers have changed since the level was introduced, so it won \u2019t be quite the same regardless. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/2aa160443fdfd1e133b25ad7d673aaeb3b7936fd.png[\/img]The first step I took was to find the random card seed that I want to use for the level. I do this by generating a random card in Freeplay, and I'm running a take_screenshot command, with two requirements: [list][*]The name of the output image is the seed of the card, so I can reproduce the image
just by reading the image name. [*] The resolution to 1 pixel = 1 tile so I can easily adjust it in Photoshop and read the coordinates (although Photoshop uses a different coordinate system, at least staying in the same devices helps). [\/list] [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/7dd752f190317a542cb4224391c378fd47da71b9.png[\/img]I take the same resolution screenshots from the original mission with and without tiles, and put random seed images on top. Having the visual preview of being able to move
the image allows me to find the desired seed and offset quite quickly and place it really accurately. Now of course we can just insert the devices from the original level to this random surface as there are some conflicting areas, like the huge lake in the middle of the map. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/6da4da4913919417fc0791764d25bd6c71dcf831.png[\/img]So we need to remove unwanted lakes and resource fixes. This is done by generating multiple maps with the same seeds, but one without
water (starting area only) and resources, and transferring areas between them. Next up we can add water from the original level. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/f99eff0bf8030bbe9491892cd4737884995e923b.png[\/img]This step is quite special, in the original mission I replaced water with concrete and created a plan from it. There\u2019s better ways I could have done this, but for some reason I didn't want to handle the shifts in this piece of script, and I\u2019ve already used this method somewhere
else earlier, so this solution came to my mind first. [img] the second script replaces all the concrete concrete real water. The bigger problem is that the original water level had water all the way to the edge of the map (you can see, for example, the sharp edge on the right) and the water production changed as well, so manual edits are in order. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/11962faba5aa044bf5e9486ccc3bf3bf1f3974adc2.png[\/img]When we have water, it's finally time to clone in the original units.
[img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/5a1987e1fc3d18e81973f3cd2ce01502f7a55c95.png[\/img]To avoid conflicts, I use the clone_area tool, which also removes devices in the destination surface. I\u2019ve been able to go through this entire process in a single working day thanks to all the map editor features Rseding added and Lua commands we\u2019ve created when working on the now cancelled campaign. Tools, experience and knowledge are hard to cancel. :)[img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/55144c365ea3357567b1417daef4e8ac3e18f7ad.gif[\/img]And then we pull the rest of the owl. Fix sites where the automated cloning has been good enough, add more ruins to be explored, tweak the gameplay, and we'll have a finished scenario. [h1] Bots throw rock explosives (Klonan)[\/h1] Recently we have made some improvements to the rock explosive effects. But one thing we missed was that bots had to be updated separately, because of them using different logic to
create the explosion. Although it was an easy solution (copy paste some Lua definitions), it feels like it treats the symptom instead of treating the cause. It is not good to have the same defined in two separate places. So never one to go up a nice opportunity to have some fun, Rseding changed the way the 'Blow up cliff' job works, so it will always use the correct effect: https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-347-robot-throw.mp4Now instead of the robot hovering over the cliff, it will throw the same
explosive rock projectile as the player would. Not only this fixed the issue for good, but it looks a lot cooler.,commentcount:23,tags:[mod_reviewed,ModAct_939274514_1589563131_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:3443510323239411159,event_gid:4697762823036429828,voteupcount:574,votedowncount:23
8},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:34435103232394111159,rtime32_last_modified:1606336971,news_post_gid::0.rtime_mod_reviewed:15895631,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:[],votes_up:574,votes_down:8,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:163416623764558664,gidfeature2:3443510323239411159,clan_steamid_original:10358279141523997},
{gid:218362759124646514,clan_steamid:103582791441523997,event_name:Version 0.18.24 meddelelsestekst,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null ikke-null,null,null,null],\localized_summary\:[null,null,null,null-,null-,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,,null,null,null]null],\localized_title_image\:[null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null ikke-,null-,null-,localized_capsule_image null-,null-,null-,null-nul-null-nul--null-null-,null--nul-.null-,null-null-nul--nul-,null-null-,null-null-,null-
,null,null,null,null,null,null%,\localized_spotlight_image\:[null,null,null,null%,null &amp;.null,null,null]\bSaleEnabled\:false,\sale_show_creator\:false,\sale_header_overlay\:false,\sale_sections\:[],sale_browsemore_text\:\\,\sale_browsemore_url\:\\\\sale_browsemore_color\,\sale_browsemore_bgcolor\:\\\,\localized_sale_header\:[null,null,null ikke-316,null-,localized_sale_overlay null-,null-nul-,null-null-nul-null-nul ,null,null,null,null ,null,null],\localized_sale_product_banner\:[null,null,null
null,null,null,null],\localized_sale_product_mobile_banner\:[null,null,null%,null null],\sale_font\:\\,\sale_background_color\:\\\,\sale_title_overlay\:false,\sale_header_offset\:150,bBroadcastEnabled\:false,\broadcastChatSetting\\:\skjul\,\default_broadcast_title\:\#Broadcast_default_title_dev\\localized_broadcast_title\:[null,null,null ,null,null,null,null,null,null,null],\localized_broadcast_left_image\:[null,null,null ikke-indstillinger for null,null,null,null,localized_broadcast_right_image null,null,null-null-,null-,null-nul-null
&amp;.null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null],\broadcast_whitelist\:[]\bPlannuleEnabled\:false,\scheduleEntries\:[]},announcement_body:{gid:2183627591246465615,clanid:12002589,posterid:76561197992105911,headline:Version 0.18.24 [list] [*] Added player footprints and footsteps visual effects. [*] Added car and tank dust and particle trail visual effects. [\/list] [h1] [b] Changes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Construction robots throw rock-fast at a far distance in the same way players do, instead of dropping them on the rock. [*]
Changed graphics colors for the rail segment so that they are more different from rail signal colors (red\/green). [*] Clicking on a GUI now brings it to the front. Most noticeable when using map editor or debug GUI's where they overlap. [\/list] [h1] [b] Bugfixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fixed that Fast splitters lacked a piece of visual in East Rotation top_patch [url=https:///\/forums.factorio.com\/84573]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that inserters could insert modules for recipes into modular spaces in some rare cases.
[url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84224]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that blowing robots up cliffs was different than manually blowing up cliffs. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83568]more[\/url] [*]Fixed limiting truck to 0 slots would break progress visualization for full cargo and empty freight train conditions. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84631]more[\/url] [*]Fixed teleporting player between surfaces while the player was in a map view would not invalidate tile renderer cache.
[url=https:///\/forums.factorio.com\/84633]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that the \use different settings per save\ [url=https:///\/forums.factorio.com\/84301]more[\/url] [*]Fixed crash due to post-use after-delete, when a single device builds a base in place that does not collide with the device. [url=https:///\/forums.factorio.com\/84649]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Modding[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added Prototypes GUI (ctrl + shift + E). [*] Added Prototype Explorer GUI (mouse over most something + ctrl + shift + F). [*] Added support to play
different sounds for device ghosts depending on the size of the device in the ghost through build_sound (too small), medium_build_sound and large_build_sound on the device ghost prototype. [*] Added support to play a sound when switching weapons defined through the utility sounds 'switch_gun'. [*] Added support to play a sound when picking up items (F key) through the utility sounds 'picked_up_item'. [*] Added optional 'turn_speed' for projectile prototypes. [\/list] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added the
\include_fuel\ field to LuaItemStack::create_blueprint. [*] Modified LuaSurface::create_entity so that it places resource units to the center of a field as the map generator would. This can be overridden by optional snap_to_tile_center parameter. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83891]more[\/url] [\/list]For experimental releases, select beta branch '0.18.x' under Factorio's properties in Facts #346 - The one who does nothing, breaks
nothing,event_type:28,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1588945800,rtime32_end_time:1588949280,comment_count:0,0,0,1588945800,rtime32_end_time:1588949280,comment_count:0,0,0,1588945800,rtime32_end_time:158889499,comment_count:0,0,0 creator_steamid:7656119796327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:see notification body,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\posila, Facts #346 - He who does nothing, breaks
nothing,posttime:1588945843,updatetime:1588945843,body:[i][url=https://\\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-346]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] [h1] He, who does nothing, breaks nothing (posila)[\/h1]In the latest patch notes, there was a line \Fixed deposit spawning under the player when building tipping elsewhere. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84170] More [\/url]\ and some people on Reddit were wondering how did this mistake happen in the first place, and asked for the long version and even
suggested that we could even use it for Friday Facts, and I thought, \Yes, if I'm going to spend time writing this, we should consider using it in FFF so someone else doesn't have to spend time writing something else.\ ... but I will stretch it out.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-346-landfill-bug.mp4[i]the landfill bug reported after the release of 0.18.21. [\/i] Disclaimer: I haven't been around the old parts of this story (talking about which, it's my 5th anniversary at Wube, yay!), And changes I've been
around for, or even made myself, I can't remember right. So that may not be correct. In fact, let's say the story is purely fictional and any resemblance to real-world events and humans is just a coincidence. [h3] Field transitions... Again. [\/h3] In the first few years of Factorio's development, water pulled a transition over the ground tiles. The graphics for the transition tiles took up too much space from the soil tile, so it was not possible to draw a single tile of soil surrounded by water ... or 1 tile wide tile bridge goes
through water. In addition to that, the transition graphics were tiled only with grass terrain. To enforce these restrictions, the map generator was improved by tile correction steps, the purpose of which was to ensure that the terrain is possible to draw without graphic artifacts. (If you're wondering why the game didn't use Wang tiles instead, I know they were considered, but why they weren't used I don't know. Based on the original water transitions it seems to me like things started with the intention of using them,
but they ended up not working well with noise-based map generation. It's just my speculation though). Of course, the tile correction was also performed when tiles were changed using means other than the card generator. From script for example. Mods that allowed players to place tiles occurred. One of them was Landfill, which was adopted in the ground game eventually, and as far as I remember, the biggest trigger for it was reports of people that happened spawning on large island, and after 20 hours of game
map, they found out they couldn't continue it. Adding tipping to the game solved these problems but created a new one. When placing tipping, tile correction logic may decide to \correct' the tiles player stood on - trapping player in the water ([url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/27943]bug report[\/url]).https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\\/assets\/img \/blog\/fff-346-correction-bug.mp4[i]Error report from 2016 - Location of landfill traps player[\/i]As the team working on the game, grew, it was decided to make another take on the
terrain graphic, put a lot more time into it and change things around. As you probably already know (as we keep talking about it in recent weeks), the land pulls land transitions over water tiles now, and coasts aren't limited to grass terrain anymore. This made tile correction mostly obsolete, but it is still used to enforce some soft tile placement rules during card generation. For example, deep water should not be adjacent to the ground tiles. When we left the logic in any case, the possibility of defining new tiles so
that they would not be allowed in just 1 tile wide remained too. Again, as you probably remember from 2 weeks ago, the new transition graphics and newly possible 1 tile wide creeks made it feel like player stuck on invisible walls, or is unable to step over a really narrow gap in the ground. In addition, we had already drawn glide a little bit around unit corners, and the new corner tile transitions, which were visually diagonal, made me miss this behavior when colliding with tiles. So I started to rework how the player
character collided with the tiles and how those collisions got resolved. What I found worked well was to ignore the demarcation box of character and just test the terrain directly at the player's position. If the tile type at this position can go, the player will not collide if it cannot walk, we will find out the shape of the transition in that field and cause the character to collide only on some parts of the tile. (Note: This assumes walkable tiles pulling transitions over non-walkable ones if you're thinking of creating a mod with
new terrain type that the player won't be able to walk on.) https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-346-character-movement-no-transitions.mp4[i]Character movement when not considering tile transitions[\/i]My goal was to make player movement not frustrating around water, and it was intended that the rest of the collisions should work as they used to, despite, for example, the fact that the game was not a game. The card generator did not create maps where this would happen often and I didn't mind
players using tipping to create passages that couldn't be crossed by enemies. It just doesn't seem to be worth further fueling this chain reaction to solving the previous problem creating more new problem, because changing player collision wasn't without its own problems either (have you noticed anything unusual about walls placed next to water? In any case, what I wanted to do, to make a special collision function for too character, but I quickly learned we have several collision features for different situations,
and I didn't want to make a special version of each of them, so I decided to add a flag to the character's collision mask that would change the collision detection method. Obviously I wanted to enable modders to change the collision mask of the character device, so I exposed the flag to prototype definitions. Mods ended up using the flag on non-character devices, and after Oxyd reworked the explorer, the flag began to cause crashes... Oxyd fixed it, but he changed my particular logic to consider the whole
demarcation box again, instead of just the device position, which made the feeling of player movement worse. This time I decided to fix it by adding optional parameter to the collision features (instead of yet another flag) that suggest that the collision is being calculated for a player controllable device, to determine whether the old behavior should be used or not. And that's how the bug was introduced. Remember that tipping bug with tile correction create water under player? Well, the fix for it was to add a piece
of code to the end of the \build terrain\ routine that would check the player who built the tiles does not collide with water, and if they do, just place the ground below them to correct the result of tile correction. The special player collision logic allows the characters to get so close to the water tile that its bounding box collides with the water, and when I added the extra parameter to the collision features, I didn't adjust this code so it was using the \consider the entire demarcation box\ collision behavior and mistakenly
detected character device which collided with tiles and tried to save character by placing the ground under the feet.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-346-bug-reveal.mp4[i]Landfill bug[\/i]And here comes the revelation. The big confession. When the first post reporting this error came in, I immediately knew what the problem was. It wasn't the first time I saw it. The same problem happened to me when I did the special player collision logic the first time around. Back than I caught it and fixed it even
before the whole tile transition rework was merged into the main code base. But I didn't know I had done a test. I... Make a... Test. So that's how mistakes happen. The short version would have been something like ... the error was the result of long-forgotten pieces of code that were supposed to solve an edge case problems that were usually created by solutions to other edge case problems, interacting in an unintended manner after changes were made to solve yet another edge case problem. In Czech we
have a saying that I have not found English equivalent. \The one who does nothing breaks nothing.\ a kind of reassurance when something accidental breaks during a resulting in genes. The only way to make it a certainty that nothing would have broken would have been to do nothing. At times, the saying sounds like a piece of advice... if I can't figure out all the problems that a new feature, modification or bug fix will cause, or just the number of potential problems that need to be resolved to make the change
seem overwhelming, nothing starts to feel like an option with the best possible result. But it's just [url= https:\/\/en.wikipedia.org\/wiki\/Analysis_paralysis] analysis paralysis [\/url] creeping in, and what I need to do is remind myself the intended meaning of the saying, and stop worrying about potential problems that might not even be real in the end, and if they are, they will be just disadvantages that will eventually be resolved too. [h1] Character and vehicle movement effects (Klonan)[\/h1]This week we are excited
to show the latest in visual effects that Dom has been working on. Exercising on the subject to improve the way terrain and environment feel and react to the player, Dom and posila have spent quite a bit of time working on motion effects for character and vehicles. As you walk around, on certain terrains, the character will kick up some dust and dirt.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-346-character-walk.mp4Effect actually makes a really big difference to how it 'feels' to walk around, as the GIF might
not show as well. Especially with some exoskeletons equipped, you really feel like your zooming around in a real place. Waking around will also leave some subtle footprints in the ground, which helps connect the character to terrain.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-346-vehicle-trails.mp4C vehicles also kick up dust and dirt while driving around. This feature is not actually simple as it first appears from the result, but there are quite a few new features under the hood to make it possible.
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[url=https:///\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-345]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] [h1] Device Group Collision Mask[\/h1]Last weekend, a [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/viewtopic.php?f=11&amp;t=84204]error report[\/url] entered our forum. The problem was that the groups of biters tried to path across the water, but bugs can't swim. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/235a18019fdd8fc7d11ce51b6be1d9885941.jpg[\/img]It seemed like something quite typical of a mod is funky. I looked into it and it
seems [url = https:\/\/mods.factorio.com\/mod\/Hovercraft]Hovercraft[\/url] against played monkey business with water collision masks to make his vehicles ride over water. One thing involved setting water tiles to be walkable, and then adding an extra collision layer to all players and biters. What this modder doesn't realize though, is that unit groups have a fixed collision mask. It used to be hardcoded, but a while ago it was added to the utility constants. So we just say \hey it's a mod problem, here's a quarter, call
someone who cares \... Right? Well it didn't sit right with me because deep down I knew that device groups shouldn't have a fixed collision mask, it doesn't make sense really. Let's say you add flying devices to the game. If you give individual commands to flyers to go attack the base, they will happily fly over the water and attack without any problems. But if you put them in a group together, a group of flying units, the group will path around the water because the device group still has a fixed ground collision
mask. So this week I decided to fix it once and for all. It turns out it wasn't that hard in the end. As we mentioned something in [url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-340]FFF-340[\/url], device groups already have logic in place to recalculate their properties based on their members. I hooked into this logic to also make them recalculate their collision mask. The way that made sense to me is that they should add masks together so they only path where all devices can
path.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-345-small-biters.mp4[i] A group of only small biters, they can't walk on the water so they go around it. [\/i]https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-345-water-biters.mp4[i]A group of 'water-haters'. They can walk right across the water, so they go right through. [\/i]https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-345-mixed-biters.mp4[i]A mixed group of little biters and water biters. They add their masks together, so only go where all devices can go. [\/i] You
can imagine it quite intuitively I think, the group will try to stick together and it will mean that the group can only make its way to places that all can reach. It feels quite strange that low corrections like this, as they are relatively relatively in scope and risk, but clean up a lot of potential problems, and open up a lot of interesting opportunities. [h3] Artillery shell particle effect [\/h3] Another nice little icing on the i'et for you all this week. Adding a shell being ejected from artillery guns was suggested back when we
showed the new sounds integrated into the game ([url = https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-341]FFF-341[\/url]). While we can't get too fancy with it, we think that relatively straightforward effect that we've added fills in the detail nicely.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-345-artillery-shell.mp4It's just a particle with a nice spritesheet that Dom made from the original shell models. With a bit of engine tweaking here and there, we had it ready in quite short order. Just a little bit of polishing that characterizes
this stage of development. ,commentcount:56,tags:
[mod_reviewed,ModAct_487486347_1588331094_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:2269195350114534854,event_gid:2200515455802211779,voteupcount:862,votedowncount:8},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:2269195350114534854,rtime32_last_modified:1606336989,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1588331094,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:862,votes_down:8,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1634166237645658664,gidfeature2:2269195350114534854,clan_steamid_original:103582791441523997},{gid:2200515455798818192,clan_steamid:103582791441523997,event_name:Version 0.18.22
released,event_type:12,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1588248840,rtime32_end_time:1588253401,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197992105911,last_update_steamid:76561197992105911,event_notes:see announcement 0.18.22 published,posttime:1588248874,updatetime:158824874,body:[h1][b]Graphic[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added shell particle effect for artillery firing. [*] Added tinted burn marks for explosion effects. Explosions on different tile types will result in
burning marks of different colors. [\/list] [h1] [b] Changes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Press escape\/close GUI when a search box is focused, only closes the search box instead of the entire GUI. [*] Updated GUI styles for PvP configuration GUI. [*] Unit groups will determine their collision mask based on their members' collision masks. [url=https:///\/forums.factorio.com\/84204]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Bugfixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fixed landfill spawning under player when building landfill elsewhere.
[url=https:///\/forums.factorio.com\/84170]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a crash when a train recalc[\/url movement is unable 2.5) [url=https:///\/forums.factorio.com\/84216]more[\/url] [*]Fixed production statistics corruption when recipe returns some but not all catalyst. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83881]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a pathfinding crash related to changing is in a way that affected neighborfields' transitions. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84181]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that malformed data in data.raw wouldn't show
the minimal-mode failure GUI. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84412]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Modding[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fixed that writing to mod would settings silently ignore bad values. [*] Added \allowed_effects\ support for the lab. [*] Added \creation_distance_orientation\, \use_source_position\, \height\ and \vertical_speed\ to particle creation parameters (related to slider shell particles). [*] Added \scorch_mark_color\ to TilePrototype. [*] Added util.remove_tile_references for easier compatibility maintenance
with future game updates when removing base game tiles. [*] Removed transfer for consumption-thick custom inputPrototype types that were removed in 0.15.24. [\/list] For experimental releases, select beta branch '0.18.x' under Factorios properties in Fakta #344 - Tile overgang kollisioner &amp; Team Steelaxe speedrun rekord.,event_type:28,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1587749820,rtime32_end_time:1587753180,,rtime32_start_time:1587749820,rtime32_end_time
comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:se meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\Klonan, Facts #344 - Tile transition collisions &amp; Team Steelaxe speedrun record.,posttime:1587749840,updatetime:1587749840,body:[i][url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-344]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] [h1] Page transition collisions (Klonan)[\/h1]We first mentioned a change to our tile transition logic back in
[url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-199]FFF-199[\/url], and not long after in [url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-214]FFF-214[\/url]. These two positions focused more on the visual side and how it makes the game's terrain look so much better. In short, tile transition logic overlays an extra sprite over adjacent tiles, so where the two tiles meet has a much more natural appearance. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/eb5ed03307282a8dac19d7dc99e6abe363aac.png[\/img][i]Tile Transitions are
based on. [\/i] [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/ed6f1eb4855004a16526f78aa72986119bf6ea9d.png[\/img][i]Tile transitions off. [\/i] So while the look was taken care of, we also had to deal with the 'feel' of the tiles. The easiest example of this is the 1x1 landfill 'stepping stone'. It really looks like you should be able to walk \/run across 1 tile water. So we added in an extra layer of collision control, which will consider transitions when performing the logic of what can go
where.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-344-stepping-stones.mp4Now some of the cheesier among you will know that biters don't know how to get over these 1 tile holes. That's because simply we never allowed the biters to use this collision check logic. One reason is that more controls means more UPS need biter pathfinding, another is that we didn't think it was necessary. But it was available in the engine and any mod could activate it if they wanted. That's exactly what I did with my [url=
https:\/\/mods.factorio.com\/mod\/Mining_Drones]Mining drones[\/url] mod. At first this seemed to work and I thought it could make them walk around lakes a bit more naturally (just like the player character does). But quickly I noticed that people were reporting on the forum that the game was crashing with mod installed. I quickly returned the change to my courage and we started looking at it. It turns out that the new abstract pathfinder we added for better device pathfinding ([url=
https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-317]FFF-317[\/url]) was not set up to consider devices using this tile transition collision logic. The same crash happened sometimes without any mods installed, but the case was more difficult to reproduce, so it's a nice situation where mods help us work on issues in the base game. Recently I worked on another device heavy mod, [url = drones [\/url], and principle design behind strongly dependent on tile collision logic devices do not even collide with devices). It turned out to be
a really nice test of our new pathfinder, but also highlighted some of the issues that aren't considering tile transitions can bring.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-344-drone-zig-before.mp4[i] By not considering tile transitions, the drone takes an awkward path along the diagonal path. [\/i] This week Oxyd finished its work on an upgrade to the explorer so we can enable tile transition collision logic with devices. The change is immediately noticeable with the above
example.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-344-drone-zig-after.mp4[i]By considering tile transitions, drones path much more naturally. [\/i] With the logic now in place, we are discussing whether or not it should be possible for biters. We probably won't, it's only a minor change and would have a non-zero performance effect (a rough test puts worst case at about 5%), but then again it's a fun way to surprise those who thought that 1 tile of water would stop biters attacking, and it kinda makes sense
they can go over it like the player can. Well we'll see if there are any problems with it in modded cases before further consideration. As a bonus fact (this is Factorio facts after all), I spent some time benchmarking some late game Transport drone based factories ([url= https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-344-late-game-base.png]screenshot[\/url]), and found a few good performance gains. [h1] This game is too short, I want my money back! (Bilka) [\/h1] This Wednesday, Team Steelaxe set a new
Any% multiplayer speedrun world record of 1 hour, 15 minutes and 21 seconds. This is the fastest anyone has ever launched a rocket in an unmodded Factorio game. [previewyoutube=X7LH9EvjQV0;full] [\/previewyoutube] I am part of [url =https:\/\/discord.gg\/antielitz]Team Steelaxe[\/url], so I would like to take this opportunity to explain how we managed to beat the game this quickly. In general, it is about planning and preparation, we estimate that we have put a combined 200 hours into the planning just for
this speedrun. Any% speedrunning category allows you to change all card generation settings, including debilitating enemies. Multiplayer subcategories allow for up to eight players. Planning begins with choosing a short seed. Because there are many possible cards to choose from, we let a script [url=https:\/\/github.com\/Zulan\/factorio-seedfinder-017]generate[\/url] cards and automatically filter them without enough ore in the boot area, and then handpick from there. With the map picked, it is possible to start
planning the base. This begins by setting a target time to finish the game and calculate the amount of science and the number of assemblers required from there. Then we meet and arrange a base on it card, which will serve as reference for the factory factory in the actual race. It should be noted that the category rules do not allow blueprint import, so instead we usually plan save file open in another window or use screenshots while driving. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/7f8eeb19da01475421dd9e66fbea40b1a9de63e4.png[\/img][i]Part of the worksheet that contains all players' responsibilities. [\/i] Another big part of the planning is also to create a spreadsheet with everyone's tasks and when to perform them. We distribute the tasks so that two players build smelting, two build mining, one player builds the power plant, and only three people build the factory itself. This strict gap means that people only ever take and craft the material they
need, so ideally we don't have to fight over resources. In addition, the to-do list allows us to optimize by mixing tasks around so that no time is wasted by anyone. An example of this is that only two people ever chop wood to power poles, the rest get the tree from them and don't have to waste time finding trees. The task distribution also means that all players have a very different perspective of speedrun, so here are some more:[list][*]Zulan does [url=https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/videos\/601094836]mining[\/url]. [*] I
(Bilka) do [url=https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/videos\/601185270]melting[\/url]. [*] AntiElitz is another [url=https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/videos\/601180086]base builder[\/url]. [\/list] With the complete plan worked out, we run and repeat on the planning, taking into account what worked well and what didn't. Speedrun above is the result of a few of these scheduling iterations combined with some improvisation to compensate for errors in execution. It may not always sound like it during the race, but we're all friends, and when
someone makes a mistake, others jump in to help, so the connected race is the result of good teamwork. Without everyone working together that way, we would not have been able to reach our meal in 1 hour and 15 minutes. In the future we hope to be able to launch a rocket in less than an hour, you can watch our next attempt on Sunday at 20:30 CEST at [url=http:///\/www.multitwitch.tv\/antielitz\/nefrums\/bilka2\/vow_zulan\/xenocyber][Twitch\/url]. You can find over 20 active speedrunners, resources such as
save games and replays, or even try to run yourself, on 0.18.20 udgivet,event_type:12,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1587711180,rtime32_end_time:1587715201,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197992105911,last_update_steamid:76561197992105911,event_notes:se meddelelse 0.18.20 published,posttime:1587711237,updatetime:1587711237,body:[h1][b]Features[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added new environmental triggers for grenade, artillery and atomic bomb
explosion. [url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-343]more[\/url] [*]Added 3 level 'First steps' Campaign tutorial. [url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-342]more[\/url] [*]Mini-tutorial improvements. [\/list] [h1] [b] Changes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Moved Compilatron and Compilatron speech bubble units from demo to base game files. [*] Removed Introduction campaign. [*] Removed Compilatron chest, Compilatron roboport, Compilatron logistic chest. [*] Removed tutorial\/Campaign Lualib (base\/lualib). [*]
Removed other prototypes that are only for campaigns, such as styles, sprites, sounds. [\/list] [h1] [b] Bug fixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fixed that thumbnails would not appear on the update mods tab in mods GUI. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83975]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that LuaSurface::spill_item_stacks return value didn't work'a properly. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84034]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that the research progress of the current tier showed for next queued tier in the technology GUI.
[url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/81049]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that the game didn't validate modded rail-planner item values and would crash in some cases. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/84047]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that modded units with consider-field transitions in their collision mask would cause the pathfinder to crash. [url=https:///\/forums.factorio.com\/80072]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Modding[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Empty layers in sprite or animation definition give an error now.
[url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83721]more[\/url] [*]Added support for playing a sound when using smart eyedropper. [*] Added playback support enable \/disable sounds for night vision. [*] Added support to play a sound while a resource style is mined mining_sound. [*] Added mod-setting value \hidden' to hide against settings from GUI. [*] Added 'invoke-tile-trigger' and 'destroy-decorative' trigger effects. [*] Added 'rotate offsets' to create-particle trigger effect. [*] Added 'trigger_effect' to tiles. It is called with the
trigger effect 'invoke-tile-trigger'. [*] Added 'trigger_effect' to decorative. It is called when decorative is destroyed with 'destroy-decorative' trigger effect. [\/list] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Added on_pre_script_inventory_resized and on_script_inventory_resized events. [*] Added 'allow_paths_through_own_entities' and 'no_break' path find flags. [*] Added LuaModSettingPrototype::hidden reading. [*] Added 'to_be_deconstructed' to the options for LuaSurface::find_entities_filtered. [*] Added
LuaGuiElement::badge_text read\/write. [\/list] You can get experimental experimental ved at vælge betagrenen '0.18.x' under Factorios egenskaber i Steam.,commentcount:11,tags:[patchnotes,mod_reviewed,ModAct_486888070_1587713594_0],sprog:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:2268068817140811416,event_gid:2199388922821171720,voteupcount:295,votedowncount:3},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count::
0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:2268068817140811416,rtime32_last_modified:1606337043,news_post_gid :0 ,rtime_mod_reviewed:1587713595,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:[],votes_up:295,votes_down:3,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1634166237645658664,gidfeature2:2268068817140811416,clan_steamid_original:10358279141523997},{gid:4397144998993755423,clan_steamid:103582791441523997,event_name:Version 0.18.19
udgivet,event_type:12,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1587384000,rtime32_end_time:1587389401,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197992105911,last_update_steamid :76561197992105911 ,event_notes:se meddelelse 0.18.19 udgivet,posttime:1587384010,updatetime:1587384010,body:[h1][b]Bugfixes[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Fixed a crash when loading saves from 0.18.12 and older while re-spawning and have personal logistics researched.
[url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83173]more[\/url] [*]Fast offshore pumpevalgboks, der svarer til den nye grafik. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83454]more[\/url] [*]Fixed possible performance issue related to animated trees in OpenGL rendering backend. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83500]more[\/url] [*]Fast åbning af tegnet GUI gennem genvejstast, når den logistiske fane ikke er synlig. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/82900]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that buede rail ghosts selection didn't work quite right.
[url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83619]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that the offshore pump would play sounds even when it wasn't doing anything. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83513]more[\/url] [*]Fixed wrong Lua docs for LuaCommandProcessor::add_command. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83657]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a desync when personal logistics is researched while a player is disconnected from the server with personal logistics disabled. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83355]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a crash
when moving armors around in other players inventorys in multiplayer. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83712]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a regression issue with the select-a-signal GUI related to group ordering. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/82838]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that trying to load a save created from a scenario in a now disabled\/removed mod would crash the game. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83738]more[\/url] [*]Fixed a crash when trying to join games through Steam when the Steam API fails to
initialize. [*] Fiksede, at karakterkorpset ikke var inkluderet i parameteren lig efter spillerdøde. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83812]more[\/url] [*]Fixed that trains pathfinder could create non sammenhængende path in case of single segment cycle with a single train stop. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83864]more[\/url] [\/list][h1][b]Modding[\/b][\/h1] [list] [*]Tilføjet advarsel for tomme lag i sprite eller animationsdefinition. I næste version bliver dette en fejl. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83721]more[\/url]
[*]Tilføjet en check for at sikre, at placeable_by.count ikke er større end størrelsen på placeable_by.item.stack_size. [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83928]more[\/url] [*]Tilføjet understøttelse for at afspille lyde, når du klikker på alternativknapper og afkrydsningsfelter. [*] Tilsat ParticlePrototype::fade_away_duration og vertical_acceleration. [*] Enheder for rullende materiel kan ikke længere have next_upgrade sæt. [*] Tilføjet støtte til rotated_sound på enhed prototyper. [\/liste] [h1] [b] Scripting[\/b][\/h1] [list]
[*]Fast, at does not contain liquid energy source energy source Prototyper. [*] Tilføjede LuaEntity::p roductivity_bonus, pollution_bonus, speed_bonus og consumption_bonus læse. [*] Tilføjede LuaGameScript:::create_inventory() og get_script_inventories(). [*] Tilføjede LuaInventory::d estroy() og ændre størrelse(). [*] Tilføjede LuaInventory::mod_owner læse. [*] Tilføjet LuaEntityPrototype::adjacent_tile_collision_box, adjacent_tile_collision_mask, adjacent_tile_collision_test, center_collision_mask for at få
adgang til nye offshore pumpe prototype egenskaber. [*] Tilføjede \final-health\ til hændelsen, der er beskadiget af enheden. [*] Tilføjede \final-health\ til hændelsesfilteret, der er beskadiget af enheden. [*] Tilføjet LuaGameScript::max_force_distraction_distance, max_force_distraction_chunk_distance, max_electric_pole_supply_area_distance, max_electric_pole_connection_distance, max_beacon_supply_area_distance, max_gate_activation_distance, max_inserter_reach_distance,
max_pipe_to_ground_distance, max_underground_belt_distance læse. [*] Tilføjet LuaEntity::d eplete(). [\/liste] You can get experimental releases by selecting the '0.18.x' beta branch under Factorio's properties in Steam.,commentcount:10,tags:
[patchnotes,mod_reviewed,ModAct_879310707_1587385800_0],language:0,hidden:0,forum_topic_id:4379130767060860053,event_gid:4397144998993755423,voteupcount:325,votedowncount:5},published:1,hidden:0,rtime32_visibility_start:0,rtime32_visibility_end:0,broadcaster_accountid:0,follower_count:0,ignore_count:0,forum_topic_id:4379130767060860053,rtime32_last_modified:1606337046,news_post_gid:0,rtime_mod_reviewed:1587385801,featured_app_tagid:0,referenced_appids:
[],votes_up:325,votes_down:5,comment_type:ForumTopic,gidfeature:1634166237645658664,gidfeature2:4379130767060860053,clan_steamid_original:103582791441523997},{gid:4397144998983389237,clan_steamid:103582791441523997,event_name:Friday Facts #343 - Environmental particle effects,event_type:28,appid:427520,server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1587136260,rtime32_end_time:1587139800 comment_count:0
,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:se meddelelsesorganet,jsondata:{\localized_subtitle\:[\Dom, Facts #343 - Environmental particle effects,posttime:1587136303,updatetime:1587136303,body:[i][url=https://\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-343]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] [h1] Environmental Particle Effects (Dom)[\/h1]Since particle optimization, we did for 0.18 ([url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-322]FFF-322[\//And the introduction of new
explosions ([url=https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-325]FFF-325[\/url]), we were able to push our vision even further. It has always bothered me that the grenade and other explosions would emit the same type of particles regardless of context. In most cases it is not so bad and something okay, but when you throw a grenade into water, it will still emit stone particles that break the illusion. Another problem is that we have the neat decoratives on the ground, but they don't really 'interact' with anything going on
and can feel like fake flat stickers instead of something 'real'. You would expect that when there is a massive explosion 2ft away, the shrubs may have some reaction to it.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-343-grenade-old.mp4[i]the explosion effect currently in 0.18[\/i][h3]Specific tile effects[\/h3]One thing we wanted was a way for tiles to respond to explosions in different ways. The way Posila decided to add this feature is through 'Invoking tile effect triggers'. Fields can define an effect that occurs,
and the explosion tells the field that the action should be created. After the implementation of this function, it was smooth sailing from there. I was able to design explosions as I wanted them, to emit specific particles based on their tiles. For example, in addition to the visual improvement of stone emissions in water, I was able to make danger concrete emits dark gray and yellow particles. https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-343-mosaic.mp4We remembered that people might want to tone all the new
particles to mods, so we kept everything as tone-able as possible. So a modder can just use our particle definitions and tweak the shades, for example, if they want to add purple terrain. It is worth mentioning that the same applies to almost all the new particles (metal \/stone\/vegetation\/blood\/glass etc). Using the same sprites with different shades also helps us save some VRAM, as the game uses the nuance in the rendering phase. [h3] Decorative [\/h3]Posila also added the engine modifications required to
remove decorative upon impact, and for decorative even to create some particles on their destruction. This makes it feel much better when you see the explosion because you look decorative reacts as if they were real and it doesn't break immersion in the game. It also helps to make the explosions feel a bit more powerful, at least powerful enough to blow over a New grenade explosion that shows the new tile effect and decorative effects. [\/i] The reactions are also based on the individual decoratives. So each
one decorative will emit a different set of particles, shrubs will emit grassy vegetation particles, stones will emit stone particles, etc. We also use the same tinting system here, so a brown shrub and green shrub will have the same particle sprites, just tinted accordingly. There is, of course, the nice advantage of this to a lot of players, now that grenades can clear decorative, you can do some explosive cleaning of your precious prestine factory floors.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-343-clearing-
decoratives.mp4[i]A player clearing decorative off their precious path [\/i][h1]Minimal 'No base mod' (Klonan)[\/h1]Bilka has spent quite a bit of time in the last month working on a new 'mod' for the game. Reach its more of a mod that allows to remove 'Base' mod. It has always been technically possible to run Factorio without Base mod enabled, but anytime you would try you would be hit by a lot of missing prototype messages. Basically the game must have some minimum amount of prototypes defined in order to
be able to launch properly. So Bilka's work will serve as a foundation for other mods to build on, to help modders do genuine 'total conversion' mods, or just have fun with the raw Factorio engine. Of course, allowing this mod and starting game is not much fun on its own. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/5e3a80f4c31201c92d6261f33146f02dd34e8695.jpg[\/img][i]Factorio, but there is no content[\/i]For more details, please check out the detailed [url=https:\/\/forums.factorio.com\/83567]forum post[\/url] by
Bilka, and you can find the project repository [url=https:\/\/github.com\/Bilka2\/minimal-no-base-mod]here[\/url].,commentcount:31,tags:
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demo and tutorial content in the game. I wanted to clarify exactly what is being removed and what it is being replaced with, as this content is almost ready for release. If you want to catch up on the topic, read Kovarex's piece in [url = https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-327]FFF-327[\/url], but I'll also summarize it here. Right now NPE \/Introduction is the scenario used as demo (0.17) and as tutorial in the full game (0.17 stable, 0.18 experimental). If someone has played the tutorial in the last 12 months, this
is probably what you have played. The first step campaign was a series of three levels used to make up the demo and tutorial in 0.16 and earlier. They were introduced in 2014. We have been working to modernise these levels to bring them up to 0.18 standards. Very soon NPE \ / Introduction will be removed and the first steps campaign will be reinstated, both as the full game tutorial and demo. [h3] What has changed in the levels? [\/h3] The plan was to change these levels as little as possible while updating
them to modern Factorio standards. It's harder than it sounds given these levels were created in 2014. As stated in [url=https://\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-241]FFF-241[\/url], there were many things we felt were inconsistent in the First Steps campaign. One of the biggest was that there were many different and confused information channels. The newer version has given each channel a purpose and a format. The most distracting, and the most popular were character monologues. Some of the messages
in each channel were written in the first person, as if the character speaks to itself. All instances of this occur in the yellow speech bubbles and objective panel is gone or moved to the console. The rule here is that nothing that is actually necessary should come via this channel. To communicate to the player that this is the story, I have added a speaker prefix. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/7302e8c1900d3ccbe6f8fa75983e785f85a0a3.png[\/img]The most necessary and annoying channel was the
yellow speech bubbles. There are situations where it is absolutely necessary to pause the game and tell the player something. Since we don't have any other technology designed for this purpose, I just resorted to removing as many of them as possible. They only appear where necessary, although I still want to get rid of more of them. The last channel is the target window. The rule here is if the player tabbed through all the speech bubbles without seeing and not reading the story text, they should still be able to
finish the level. The text should not be in the first person and we can speak directly to the player. Due to much stricter and test (Boskid), we caught a lot of corner cases where players can get stuck. The tutorials also now take into account new and updated game features. For example, the chopping was previously used to demonstrate forging, so a little extra attention had to be paid when the player crafts the stone oven for the first time. The maps have been updated to look much more like what the random
generator creates in the freeplay. The new remains make a big impression here. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/2d863b896b963425aed8f8c6efe140d5590f35.jpg[\/img]Now that the quickbar does not automatically fill in, we had to be more careful when the player has his inventory open. The new standard for new players is: open inventory, take item, close inventory, place item, open inventory, place remaining items, close inventory. Giving new players the opportunity to add quickbar links as early as
possible is a challenge because every time you add a new concept, the player must use some of their attention keeping that in mind. Not only that, but using the quickbar actually removes a perfect opportunity for the new player to practice interacting with the inventory. [h3] Why are we changing that? [\/h3] Kovarex discussed his reasoning in [url=https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-327]FFF-327[\/url], but many people asked me for more information to help them understand. Post mortems are unpleasant
but necessary, so I will try to summarize his point and add one of my own. NPE\/Introduction was created to expand the audience for Factorio. It takes new players a long time to get into the game and many stop playing before 'get it'. The strategy was to show new players (both in demo and tutorial) more of the middle game. After completing the scenario, Kovarex realized that the experience was not in keeping with his vision for the game. When he told me how he felt, I think he was surprised that I agreed with
his decision to remove it. Vision adaptation is very important, especially in a demonstrator product. It's not something you can just 'do' when the project is almost finished. This is not to say that NPE \ / Introduction failed in its goals. It did appeal to a wider audience and player feedback at the end of the development was overwhelmingly positive. I received a lot of feedback from genuine first time demo players pledging to buy the game right away and also from the story focused, non-sandbox players who were
craving more. But as Kovarex said in its FFF, the cost of this was too high. In light of the full length campaign being canceled (see V453000s part in [url = https:\/\/www.factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-331]FFF-331[\/url]), this is the biggest reason why I think that NPE \/Introduction would have failed as a demo. We would have been offering an experience in the demo which was to a wide audience, but the quest loving players would not get any any content if they buy the game. A literal \That's not what it says on the
tin\ situation. A full post-mortem would be much longer than this and I would have liked to have discussed much more about the things that went right. On the other hand, a lot was learned from this project and it can only make the game better in the future. [h3] When's it coming? [\/h3] The new old First Step tutorial is almost ready for release, we are still doing some general polishing and internal testing, and if everything goes according to plan, it will be released within the next few weeks. But that doesn't mean
the work is necessarily done, as no doubt we'll have to adjust, polish and fix a lot more things as player feedback starts rolling in. Alongside this addition we will also remove NPE, and do a general cleanup of the now unspoken data changes. This may affect some mods that have dependencies on some new campaign assets. We may leave some assets in if they are significant enough (for example Compilatron), so if you are a modder and something in NPE is of particular interest to you, please let us know.
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to homework during the COVID-19 crisis is the ability to listen to the game using speakers instead of headphones, and this has proven useful to balance the relative levels of the game. Val has also been getting to grips with Lua, and that has led him to work on dampings, which has proved problematic. For example, we noticed that sounds like the radar were being cut off when you walked away from them, rather than fading out cleanly. I researched and discovered that we had a maximum environmental sound
limit of 15, by raising this to 50 we have eliminated many of these problems. But then the downside is that there are now more sounds playing and therefore more clutter to mix and balance. [i] Pink squares indicate which sounds are active.=[img]{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/445544c8e2dc1ec37eea57fcbfd6ec87257c2883.png[\/img]Limit of 15 nearby sounds. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/128f51067ad4abeca525eee211135a6b73da6a.png[\/img]Limit of 50 nearby sounds. [\/i] Rseding has
worked through the list of sound design programming tasks, for example, we finally have the sound for artillery tower rotation integrated into the game (which was presented in [url = https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-252]FFF-252[\/url] a while ago).https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-341-artillery.mp4[i]Real in-game footage of the new artillery sounds[\/i]In other news, we have an updated concept for the transport belts. We listened to feedback from the community that they were still a little too present
and annoying. The idea of the new sounds is that they will slip into the distance a bit more and go unnoticed (until you try to fall asleep). More fun sounds include splashes of water, electric and laser beams, more powerful weapons such as the cannon tower and the vehicle's machine gun. And our old robot sounds have come back as additions. If everything goes according to plan, we will add the sound changes to the master very soon, and once we've done all our pre-release controls, release it to 0.18
experimental. After that I plan to spend time on UI sounds, and also balance the overall level to get them more in line with other games, which is more difficult than usual given the lack of audio middleware. But we've also made some changes to the standard lyric settings that are moving in the right direction. [h1] Dimming (Val)[\/h1]Lately Ian and I were preoccupied with mixing and sound attenuation of the game. [url=https:\/\/en.wikipedia.org\/wiki\/Acoustic_attenuation] Silencing [\/url] of the sounds is a great
tool for mixing a game. Using it, you can make all sounds more a specific place, place, can clearly hear which object you pass by, and sounds don\u2019t overlap so much. Another bonus is that reaching an object won\u2019t shocks you with the full volume of its sound as it is audible from a distance and ramps up in volume. Anything that brings you a clearer mix of everything you hear in the game. While checking the offshore pump and I noticed that pipes produced a small part of their loop when I went near
them, although there was no water flow inside.https:\/\/cdn.factorio.com\/assets\/img\/blog\/fff-341-fluid-sound.mp4[i]The tube makes a sound, although no liquid flowing [\/i]Rseding told me that it must be a conflict in the device working_sound in combination with the max_sounds_per_type we use to limit the number of certain types of sounds that play at the same time. After thinking for a while, I decided to remove max_sounds_per_type and added a audible_distance_modifier with a very small value for pipes. I
tested it and for my luck it worked well in this case. There's probably another 100 small questions like this in sound design, it's not as simple as replacing all the audio samples and we get there. This is also why your feedback and bug reports on the sound changes are extremely useful to us, as we need to take care of as many areas as we can before 1.0 arrives.,commentcount:39,tags:
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.server_address:,server_password:,rtime32_start_time:1585314840,rtime32_end_time:1585318380,comment_count:0,creator_steamid:76561197996327438,last_update_steamid:76561197996327438,event_notes:see notice Facts #340 - Deep desyncs,posttime:1585314853,updatetime:1585314853,body:[i][url=https://\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-340]Read this post on our website. [\/url] [\/i] [h1] Not to mention it would be weird [\/h1] I really think that everyone has heard all about this and nothing else over the
last few weeks, but yes, the Coronavirus.For now, with Factorio, everything seems okay. We are all working from home, the team is still going and so far we are following our plan quite well. We released Character GUI and Statistics GUI last week, and some improvements such as new water splashes and leaf animations this week. Things are still going. But it's still early days, we haven't really had any experience of having the whole team work from a distance, so there may be some challenges we have to
tackle as time goes on. At the moment we don't know if this will affect our 1.0 release date, I think it will one way or the other, but for now we're not announcing any changes. [h3] Business as usual[\/h3]Apart from the development site that is still running, our e-shop is also still in operation and we have just refilled all variants of our t-shirts. Although we cannot guarantee anything if you order from us at this time, we should still be able to get your t-shirts for you. [h1] Deep desyncs[\/h1]Last week we had a lot more
players than usual and Krastorio 2 was released, which meant many more hours into a lot more areas of the game. During the week, Boskid and I received quite a few desync reports with mods. In general, we believe that it probably is mods causing the problem as it is quite easy to cause a desync with control scripting if you don't know some very important gotchas. But still we decided to investigate to help the players figure out which mod is causing the problems. [h3] Serpent cyclical references [\/h3]Quite
difficult desync we found are related to cyclical references, and the way snake serializes global Lua data. Take the example here of [url=https:\/\/mods.factorio.com\/mod\/Construction_Drones]Construction Drones[\/url] mod. You have a player who sends drones to go do the job; The player must keep track of which drones he owns, and the drones must remember which player they belong to. [img] {STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/b08f9af4fbbbf2bc7896865c3240be7884eb.png[\/img]Now it works fine while
driving, you can access the drone from the player object and access the player from the drone object. Once saved, Serpent reviews all data in 'global' and serializes it for later. To handle the cyclical references, if the snake discovers that it has 'seen' an object already, it writes a placeholder value, and comes back to fix it later. The problem is that the hose chose zero as the placeholder value. In Lua, to write a table value as zero the same as deleting the key, and the key will not be seen to loop the table in the
future. When the hose then goes back to 'fix-up' placeholder values, it ends with each peer saving a different table order (due to some even deeper technicalities with our custom version of Lua). So the problem is deep and was quite hard to find, but the fix is quite simple. Boskid simply changed the placeholder value from zero to 0, and now the recurrence order is saved and loaded correctly each time. [h3] Unit group max speed[\/h3]Another report came in from a player using
[url=https:///\/mods.factorio.com\/mod\/Krastorio2]Krastorio 2[\/url] and [url=https:\/\/mods.factorio.com\/mod\/Rampant]Rampant[\/url] mods. This one on the surface really seemed like mods error, since all the diffs in the desync reports were related to device positions, and rampant toward acting on devices. The desync was extremely fragile, and was very difficult to reproduce, but eventually boskid managed to narrow it down. This is a screenshot taken at the exact intersection that desync occurred. [img]
{STEAM_CLAN_IMAGE}\/12002589\/73381e1dfd2f27e89ba5f54c9f47e8e60cf2cb.png[\/img]What jumped out to me as immediately suspicious is that the biter is only just moving into creep. This is because creep (from Krastorio 2) gives the devices a speed bonus when you go on it. I did a quick experiment by commenting out tile bonus code in the engine, and desync did not occur again. But of course removing the code here would only treat the symptom, and the cause will be somewhat deeper ([url =
https:\/\/factorio.com\/blog\/post\/fff-296#null-check]FFF-296[\/url]). So with plenty of patience, Boskid narrowed it further and further, deep into the motion and unity of behavior logic. What we found is that the device is part of a device group, and this group was caching the value of its 'max speed' based on the fastest device in the group. However, this value was not saved with the storage game, but was recalculated each time the game was loaded. When the device went on crawl, it has a higher max speed, so
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